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Lady Tigers Fall To Mayfield
In Hoops Action Thursday
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Businessman doubts cigarette hike will help state
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray businessman Frank Hinton
says a proposal in the Kentucky legislature to raise taxes on tobacco products
to help solve the state's budget woes
won't work and will probably do more
harm than good.
Hinton, owner of Murray-based
Discount Tobacco City and Lottery
stores, says the state has just about
exhausted the effectiveness of hikes on
tobacco products and has created a situation where further increases will not

pay off financially.
to overcome a $434 million fiscal cigarette tax increase," he said
during
"The way the cigarette industry is shortfall this year, $580 million in 2009 Thursday's
session.
going and the way people are beginning and another $300 million in 2010.
Rep. Charlie
Hoffman, Dto quit smoking is one of the reasons Some have suggested that additional
Georgetown, said House lawmakers
they are in the budget crisis they're in funds from tobacco taxes could prevent haven't
yet settled on how much the
right now," Hinton said. "I have forgot- looming cuts in education funding of
cigarette tax should be raised, but that
ten how many millions of dollars they about three percent this year and a posinterest in raising the cigarette tax has
expected to collect from the last tax sible 12 percent next year.
"picked up steam" over the past week.
increase because Tennessee and other
According to an Associated Press
"We're in a situation where we're
states went up, but it come up short. report, House Speaker Jody Richards, feverishly
looking for much needed
They also lost sales tax on that too. It D-Bowling Green, said he'd rather the revenue,"
he said.
was way off from what they had bud- legislature consider a hike rather than
Sen. Ed Worley, the Democratic
geted."
cut funding for education. "Rather than floor leader in the Senate, said he
Lawmakers are trying to find a way cut education. I would rather be for a would
consider a hike. "If the only

option around here is to raise a tax or to
cut education, I'm for an increase in the
cigarette tax," Worley said.
Gov. Steve Beshear has ordered 3
percent cuts in state agencies and public universities for 2008 and has said
deeper cuts could be expected in the
next two years. Beshear had questioned
education leaders across the state to
report back on how cuts of as much as
12 percent in 2009 would affect them.
Additional cuts are also possible for the

II See Page 2A

Casinos would
generate less
than projected
$500 million
By The Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Annual revenues from casinos,
if they were allowed to open in
Kentucky, would be substantially less than the $500 million that
had been predicted by Gov.
Steve Beshear, an economist
said Thursday.
Jonathan Roenker, an economist with the Legislative
Research Commission, told lawmakers that casino taxes would
generate just more than $314
maliiess a year
I116 million
less than had been projected by
Beshear. a newly elected
Democrat who made a proposal
to expand gambling opportunities in the gtate a centerpiece of
his campaign.
Beshear spokeswoman Cathy
Lindsey couldn't explain the
discrepancy between the governor's prediction and that of the
Legislative
Research
Commission. "We haven't had
the opportunity to see their
numbers or study their methodology," she told reporters
Thursday.
Roenker said the agency's
revenue estimate was based on

casino receipts of nearly $898
million a year being taxed at 35
percent.
Though Kentucky has a long
tradition of wagering on horse
races, state law forbids casino
gambling. Beshear wants to
change that. He is urging lawmakers to put a referendum on
the ballot that would allow voters to amend the constitution to
allow 10 to 11 casinos to open in
various cities around the plank
Benham'asinine that bundle&
of thousands of Kentuckians
already gamble at casinos along
Kentucky's border with Indiana
and Illinois. By opening casinos
within Kentucky, the state
would reap'revenues that could
be used to improve government
services, including education
and health care.
House
Appropriations
Committee Chairman Harry
Moberly, D-Richmond, said
annual revenue from casinos
likely would be less than
Beshear has predicted.
"I'm not sure exactly on what
he is basing his analysis,"

111 See Page 2A

MPD reporting
copper thefts
around Murray
Staff Report
The Murray Police Department has reported that theft of copper
continues to occur throughout the city:
Individuals are targeting commercial heating and air units during
the evening hours, an MPD report stated. Several business have
reported damage to their heating and air conditioning units due to
the copper being cut and removed.
In an attempt to prevent some of these thefts, the Murray Police
Department is asking business owners to consider installing motion
detection lighting near these units. Though this will not,completely
prevent the thefts, it could deter the individual or alert patrolling
officers to their presence.
The thieves often sell this stolen copper at various recycling centers.
According to the MPD, officers have responded to several copper thefts at various locations in the city limits.
If anyone has information regarding these thefts or any suspicious activity they should contact the Murray Police Department at
753-1621.
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Archaeologists 'dig' Lincoln's boyhood home
KNOB CREEK. Ky.(AP) —
National Park Service archaeologists are hoping to unearth
some artifacts from Abraham
Lincoln's boyhood in central
Kentucky.
The dig is at the Knob Creek
site — about seven miles east of
Hodgenville — where the future
president had his earliest memories. He lived at the site from
ages 2 to 7. Finding the footprint
of the cabin where Lincoln lived
during that period of his life
would be the grand prize.
"He formed his first impressions here, and his connection to
Kentucky
followed
him
throughout his life," said Sandy
Brue, an official with the
Lincoln Birthplace National
Historic site.
Archaeologist
Jessica
McNeil sifted through dirt at the
dig site, looking for broken
glass, animal bones or evidence
suggesting a garbage pile.
But, she said, "the park will
mainly want to find evidence of
the cabin."
A representative cabin and a
1930s building at the park will
be refurbished when the dig is
over. All that won't be ready for
several more years. Brue said.
Chief archaeologist Chuck
Lawson said it's exciting to hunt
for evidence in the place where
Lincoln recalled planting seeds
that washed away in a flood, and
where he walked two miles to a

••••••••••

3-DAY FORECAST
Tonight

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
BOAT SHOW PREPARATIONS: Kenneth Dietrich from Skippers Boatique in Cadiz maneuvers a 21-foot Yamaha
Sport Boat
into position while dealers set up for this weekend's 24th annual West Kentucky Boat and Outdoor Show at
Murray State
University's Regional Special Events Center. Hours for the show are from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. today; Saturday 10 a.m. to 8
p.m.;
and Sunday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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AP
Hannah Armour, a volunteer from Asbury College, helps out during a dig in the area where
Abraham Lincoln lived from ages 2 to 7, at Knob Creek, Ky. National Park Service archaeologists are hoping to unearth some artifacts from Lincoln's boyhood in central Kentucky.
one-room schoolhouse.
By the time Lincoln was 7, a
flaw in the land title prompted
the family to move to Indiana.
But park officials say his experiences in Kentucky helped mold
his later views.
The dig is a prelude to next

month's Kentucky kickoff of a
two-year national bicentennial
celebration marking Lincoln's
birth in 1809. President Bush
has been invited to speak at a
Feb. 12 ceremony at Lincoln's
birthplace at another site just
outside of Hodgenville.

Organizers hope the the celebration jump-starts continued
awareness of Lincoln and his
legacy.
"It isn't a one-day event, it's
about creating renewed aware',

•See Page 3A
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Campus Lights performs 'Bye Bye Birdie

Slieriffolicelags
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-A theft of a truck was reported on 641 North Tuesday at 1:31
pm
-A vehicle was reported keyed on Outland School Road at 7.17
p.m
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Radio Road
Wednesday at 8.03 a.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Ky. 280 at 4 27
p.m A vehicle hit a tree
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Ky. 121 North at
West Fork Church at 7 06 p.m A vehicle overturned
Murray Police Department
-Joshua Clingermayer, 18, of Murray, was cited for first degree
criminal mischief
-Justin Parrish. 22. of Benton. was cited for theft by unlawful taking A criminal summons was served
-A theft was reported at West Family Dentistry Wednesday at
11 20 a.m
Murray State University Police Department
-A theft report for unlawful taking over $300 was taken Monday
at 8 03 a m from a caller at the Curris Center
B Scott, of Murray. was arrested for theft by unlawful
taking over $300 in connection to the thefts from the game room
in the Gums Center
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies

Did 1 Ever See in Him?," "Put any student. Cast auditions are
Staff Report
a Happy Face," "One Boy," held in the fall, usually before
on
Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma
and students
Alpha Iota music fraternities, in "A Lot of Livin' to Do,""Kids." Thanksgiving,
return at the beginning of
conjunction with the Murray "Rosie" and "Spanish Rose."
"Campus Lights has become January to begin rehearsal,"
State University College of
G.
Kinley
Humanities and Fine Arts, a proud tradition at Murray commented
publicity coordiDepartment of Music, will pres- State University since its incep- Kisselbaugh,
Lights 2008.
ent the ever-popular -Bye Bye tion in 1938. It began as a nator for Campus
Shows are chosen based on a
Birdie" as the 71st annual pres- fundraiser to pay for the charter
members of
entation of Campus Lights. of the Gamma Delta Chapter of majority vote of the
populariThe
organizations.
to
the
led
success
Its
Alpha.
Mu
Phi
"Bye Bye Birdie" will be perof "Bye
formed Jan. 24-26 at 7:30 p.m. It becoming a yearly perform- ty and recognizability
its exceland Jan. 27 at 2:30 p.m. in the ance that now funds a scholar- Bye Birdie," as well as
ship for music students at MSU lent music, played strong parts
historic Lovett Auditorium.
Kisselbaugh
"Bye Bye Birdie" is one of and the longest running student in its selection,
added.
south.
the
in
musical
produced
musical
captivating
the most
"Students began returning to
shows of our time. It is a satire Each year students from across
to begin
done with the fondest affection, campus come together to create Murray on Jan. 3,
preparing
and
sets
building
performance.
fantastic
it
and
rock
a
of
and tells the story
of Lovett Auditorium. The cast has
Board
the
roll singer, Conrad Birdie, who Although
January."
is about to be inducted into the Producers is selected from the been rehearsing since
for
unusual
not
is
"It
said.
he
organizations,
sponsoring
two
include:
army. Familiar numbers
or 12 hours
"An English Teacher," "What all other positions are open to students to work 10
a day until school starts. Once
school starts rehearsals take
place at night, usually for four
or five hours. More than 80 students have been involved in putting this year's show together."
The 2008 edition of Campus
Lights will be directed by Adam
Denison. a music/dance major
from Hopkinsville.
This year's cast features:
Conrad Birdie - Ryan Schuler,
from
major
marketing
Louisville; Albert J. Peterson Paul Corder, music business
major from Hardinsburg: Rosie
- Melissa Crespo, public relations major from Mascoutah,
III.; Kim McAfee- Christen
Jones, music education major
from O'Fallon, Ill.; Hugo
Peabody - Caleb Campbell,
broadcast journalism major
from Gideon. Mo.: Harry
McAfee - James Simmons, MA

in Music, from Murray; Dons
McAfee - Tessa Powell, MPA
student from Dawson Springs;
Randolph McAfee - Meg Black, -,
English education major from.:
Murray; Ursula - Rebbie„
Edmonds, management major
fraotmie. _
from Garfield; May 7, K
Childers, mathrnatics/secondary•major
education
Naperville. 111.
According to informationI
Music,
MSU
the
from
Department's Web site, "After:1
chartering the Gamma Delta
Chapter, the brothers decided to.,
continue the Vaudevillian per-2,
formances as a means to raise
scholarship money for deserving prospective music majors
who would attend Murray State,.
University.
During World War II, the sisters of Sigma Alpha Iota, Iota I
Beta Chapter, stepped in to 'let 1
the show go on' while the broth-.
ers of Gamma Delta went off to
serve our country. Upon return
.
from the war, a partnership'
emerged in an effort to keep the
rich tradition that had begun:,
with a concept called Campus Lights.
"All proceeds from the show
are given to the Department of
Music and every four years one.,
outstanding prospective student
is honored with a full four-year”
scholarship to attend Murray...
State University."
!
Other performances have
included "Guys and Dolls,"I
"Crazy for You," -The Music,
Man" and, most recently, "The
Wizard of Oz," it was reported.
For ticket information call
809-4288.

Beshear allocates funds
for home heating help

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

LEADERSHIP LAW DAY: Leadership Tomorrow students from Murray High School and Calloway County High School participated in a Law Day Wednesday at the Calloway County Judicial Building. Several local attorneys, judges and professionals
addressed the students on a number of issues. Among the topics were. Real Estate Law; Circuit Courts; Product Liability/Tort
Reform, Criminal Law. Pretrial Services, District Courts. and Civil Litigation. The students also toured the Calloway County Jail.
Pictured above. Janeann Turner speaks to the students about Juvenile Services.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. Steve Beshear ordered immediate
distribution of $7,195,0(X) in federal appropriations to be allocated to the Low Income Home
Energy Assistance Program (L1HEAP) and the
Weatherization(WX)program.
"Increase in the cost of heating fuel has created
an additional burden on financially-strapped families, making the availabiliv of energy assistance
even more critical at this time,' MS*. Beshear said.
The state's Cabinet .for .Health and Family
Services(CHFS)made the emergency request. The
Beshear
funds are provided by the federal Omnibus
•
Appropriations bill for 2008, signed into law Dec.
26, 2007. CHFS disburses funds lo Community Action Agencies,
who in turn, distribute funds to families requiring such assistance. ,
In accordance with KRS 48.605, the Governor may authonze.:
appropnations such as this in emergency situations.
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schools.
According to Kentucky
Depanmeni ,it Revenue officials. the state collected
S177,473.959 in taxes on tobacco products such as cigarettes.
cigarette papers, cigars and
snuff dunng the 2006-2007 fiscal year However Beshear has
said he is opposed 10 lax
increases of any kind and Senate
President David Williams, R-

durkessille, said he doesn't
think there is much suppon in
the Senate for any tax hikes
Senate Majority Floor leader
Kell). R-Springlield.
Dan
agreed "We'd evaluate what
was sent over here, but there's
not any feeling in the Senate for
raising taxes at this time " he
said Thursday
Locally, people appear to
support such an increase.
According to a Web poll conducted by the Alurra Lederr
limes from Jan. 6-13, 226 out of

32(l voters 171 percent) voted
that they would support an
increase on Kentucky's cigarette
tax That's compared to 89 votes
128 percent) opposed and 5 (2
percent) who were undecided.
However Hinton disagrees
that a hike will do much to help
the situation. He said Kentucky
has reaped some benefit from a
recent tax hike in Tennessee
because many smokers are
crossing the state line to save
dollars, however high gas prices
have pinched those revenues so

niuch that potential profit from a
Kentucky tax hike has been
largely lost.
Hinton said past efforts hv
the state to include revenue in
the Kentucky budget based on
projections of how much other
state's will lose from tobacco
tax increases is not wise.
"With gas prices the way
they are now they have already
hurt the market because people
will not cross-shop anymore like
they used to." he said. "When
they lose the cross-border shop-

per% they also lose sales tax. The
sales taxes are off and that
means people are not traveling
to shop in Kentucky as much as
they used to."
However there may be other
reasons to raise cigarette taxes.
The
Lung
American
Association's 2007 national
State of Tobacco Control report
states that Kentucky needs to do
more to increase excise taxes on
tobacco: a move they claim will
reduce smoking rates among
young people as well as bring in
a new stream of revenue.
"Our 30-cent per pack cigarette tax is extremely low — the
national average is now $1.11
per pack — and the number of
our youth who smoke is too
high,- the report states. "Studies
show that when the pnce of cigarettes goes up. youth smoking
goes down. In fact, for every I()
percent increase in price, youth
consumption will drop by about
7 percent."
According to a LexingtonHerald Leader article last week,
ALA officials are organizing a
coalition to increase the tax by
another 75 cents per pack.
-The biggest hurdle, plain
and simple, is political will."

said Mike Kuntz, director of.
advocacy for the ALA od
Kentucky.
Campaign for Tobacco Free'
Kids officials say raising the tax
on cigarettes to $1.05 per pack
— the current 30 cents plus the' •
proposed 75 cents — would ,
give Kentucky $307.6 million in.L
additional revenue per year.
But Hinton disagrees that a..
hike will do as much as some
ill as far as bringing in,
re vnekn utte w.
tht
"They're already runningbehind and here they are talking
about raising it again," he said,
"They may be beating a deak
horse that's not going to prosper'
us at all."
Hinton said he's going to do'
all that he can to prevent an.
increase by either working alone
or with other tobacco organizations in the state.
"We're doing some lobbying
work to keep it from happening
and, of course, the governor has
said he is not interested in a cig-:
arette tax," he said. "I don't!
think it will go anywhere."
The Associated Press contirhuted to this report.

•Casinos ...
From Front
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Moberly said. "He may have
seen some things I haven't."
Moberly said he believes
state revenues from casinos
would be closer to $400 million
a year.
Roenker said the Legislative
Research ('ommission's estimates were based on revenues
from nine casinos, which is
fewer than Beshear is calling
for. Joni Jenkins. D-Louisville,
chairwoman of a legislative
panel researching the gambling
issue, said revenues would he
roughly the same whether nine
or II casinos opened, because

S13,950
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.- 750
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- 212
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114.988

title, license fees and $149 SO administrative lee Included In
'Dealer retains all rebates sad incentives All prices phis lases
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prise. 4.9%.119 11911AC
-1042-111601
I -11110-264--.-.21)
SI

they would draw patrons from i
the same geographic areas.
Even if gambling revenue
meets Beshear's prediction,
Jenkins said, it would not be.
enough to resolve the state's
budget woes.
The state faces a $434 mill
lion budget short fall this fiscal
year. and, based on current:
spending, faces an S880 million
shortfall in the following two ,
years.
"I think clearly," Jenkins,
said. "that casino gambling is
not going lobe the answer to all
of Kentucky's revenue prob-, N
lerns."
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Police: Five found dead in
submerged car in northern Ky.

GLENCOE,Ky.(AP)— Police have found five bodies
in a car that
was submerged in a creek in rural northern
Kentucky.
The car was found in Eagle Creek near
Kentucky 467 in Gallatin
County, about 30 miles southwest of Cincinnati
along the Ohio Rivet.
State police were caned to the scene by local
police at 4:30 p.m. EST
On Thursday.
Authorities removed the car from the creek and
found the bodies
of two adults and three children inside. State
police said the bodies
had not been identified Thursday night.
State police say they don't suspect any foul play
in the deaths.

House passes bill requiring
universities to offer debt training

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A bill requiring state universities to
warn students about the burden of credit card debt has cleared
the
House.
State Rep. Jim Glenn says the measure is intended to better educate college students on personal financial matters. The Owensbor
o
Democrat says that's important because many students are amassing huge credit card debts while in college.
The bill now goes to the Senate for consideration.

House panel approves ethics
reform bill; next to the floor

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — An ethics reform bill is on its way to the
House floor.
The State and Local Government committee approved the measure Thursday afternoon, nearly two weeks into the 2008 legislative
session.
Governor Steve Beshear is pushing the ethics reform package
that calls for stiffer penalties for people caught skirting ethics laws.
His predecessor, former Gov. Emie Fletcher, was indicted on misdemeanor charges for allegedly violating state hiring laws. Prosecutors
eventually dropped the charges as part of a negotiated deal.
The legislation would make several changes, including ethics
training for executive branch employees and restrictions on the governor's power to pardon cnminals.

EPA official sentenced in Fruit
of the Loom fraud scheme

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — An Environmental Protection
Agency official has been sentenced to a year in prison for his part in
a scheme to defraud Fruit of the Loom.
A federal jury in September convicted Kenneth S. Harris, Of
Euless, Texas, of conspiracy to commit mail fraud. Harris was also
ordered Wednesday to pay more than $341,000 in restitution.
Harris, an executive with the EPA in Dallas, was accused of conspinng with former Fruit of the Loom executive Kalen Watkins and
two contractors to defraud the company.
Prosecutors said Harris started an environmental consulting firm
in 1998 at the behest of Watkins. They say Watkins promised Harris
business if Harris made Watkins a silent partner in the consulting
firm.
The two outside contractors, Ronald Pollock and Tyrone Tackett,
testified that Harris wrote them checks for $240,000 as part of an
effort to launder money. Pollock was also sentenced on Wednesday,
to two years probation. Tackett was earlier sentenced to 15 months
in prison.

Man pleads not guilty to fatally
shooting 2, taking hostage
MAYSVILLE. Ky.(AP) — A man accused of fateily shooting two
people and taking a pregnant woman hostage in northeastern

Kentucky has pleaded not guilty to murder and other charges.
Fleming County Attorney John Price says 35-year-old Roy Pollard
Jr. entered his plea Thursday dunng a video arraignment from the
Mason County jail, where he is being held without bond.
Pollard is charged with killing 52-year-old Willa Mane Thompson
and her 25-year-old nephew, Jason Lee Thompson. He also faces
assault, burglary and four lesser charges.
Pollard was arrested in a wooded area Saturday.
He is due back in court for a hearing in a week.
of.
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Ex-trooper sentenced to
10 months in prison
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The Justice Department says a former
Kentucky State Police trooper has been sentenced to 10 months in
prison.
Jason O'Bannon was sentenced Thursday in federal court in
Lexington after pleading guilty in August to witness tampering and
violating the civil rights of a female victim.
()Bannon worked as a state trooper from 1996 to 2007 and spent
much of his career at the London post.
O'Bannon admitted that in 2005 he forced a woman to kiss him
and tried to persuade a fellow state trooper to lie to a federal grand
lury about the incident. The woman was an undercover drug informant for state police.

FRANKFORT, Ky,(AP) —
A legislative panel approved a
$4.25 million plan Thursday to
boost the availability of highlevel math and science classes
to high school students across
the state.
Business leaders and public
university officials praised the
measure, saying it's a muchneeded tool to prepare youngsters for an increasingly technical work force.
Among other things, Senate
Bill 2 aims to expand the availability of advanced placement
classes by giving high schools
grant money to develop programs and offer more virtual
classes online. The proposal
would also cover students' cost
of taking the exams, which are
$83 each.
The plan now heads to the
full Senate.
LAC photo
Senate Bill 2 is co-sponsored Senate Majority Floor Leader Dan Kelly, R-Springfield, explains a math and science
teacher
incentive
by Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray.
bill to members of the Senate Education Committee.

Ky. officials to review Plan could toughen
design of bridges after state's DUI law
Minnesota's collapse
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky transportation officials say they will review design
plans for nine major bridges
after federal officials faulted
construction in the collapse of a
Minnesota interstate highway
span.
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet spokeswoman Miranda
Thacker says after the initial
reviews, state engineers will
study the designs of 170 addi-

tional truss bridges across
Kentucky.
The first reviews will be of
bridges spanning the Ohio,
Tennessee and Kentucky rivers.
The National Transportation
Safety Board said Tuesday
plates that connected steel
beams on the I-35-W bridge in
Minneapolis were too small and
were the critical factor in its collapse in August. The failure
killed 13 people.

Erwin Roberts drops
congressional campaign in
Louisville-area district
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Republican Erwin Roberts has
pulled out of a Louisville-area
congressional
campaign
because of his expected call up
to active military duty as an
Army Reservist.
Roberts had not filed candidacy papers with the secretary
of state's office and said
Thursday that he won't.
His exit is stirring talk of a
possible comeback bid by former U.S. Rep. Anne Northup,
who was ousted from the 3rd
District seat in 2006 by
Democrat
John
Yarmuth.
Yarmuth has filed as a candidate
for re-election.
Northup adviser Ted Jackson

said Friday that Northup is giving serious thought to entering
the race. The.filing deadline is
litter this mosith.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— More highly intoxicated drunk drivers could face jail time for their first DUI offense, under a proposal
in the General Assembly.
Currently, having a blood-alcohol level of .18 or higher is considered an aggravating factor that may lead to stiffer penalties.
Senator Ray Jones is seeking to make it tougher on drunk drivers
by lowering the threshold to .15. State law says a person is legally
drunk with a blood-alcohol level of .08.
Jones, a Pikeville Democrat, says a person convicted of aggravated drunk driving faces a minimum of four days in jail for a first
offense.
Jones says the bill also cracks down on people who drive with
illegal drugs in their system. The bill, which passed the Senate
Judiciary Committee Thursday, heads to the full Senate.
The legislation is Senate Bill 71.
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FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP)— The Army on Thursday
identified three Fort Campbell
soldiers who died in Iraq.
Killed on Wednesday were
Pfc. Danny L. Kinune, 27, of
Fisher. III., who died in Baled;
Pfc. David H. Sharrett II, 27, of
Oakton. Va., who died in
Pallouata; and Spc. John P.
Sigsbee, 21,of Waterville. N.Y..
who died in Balad.
The Army said the three
were attacked by grenade and
small arms fire during combat
operations. They were assigned
to the 1st Squadron, 32nd
Cavalry Regiment, 1st Brigade
Combat Team, 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault).
Gov. Steve Beshear has
directed that flags at all state
office buildings remain at halfstaff.

mesa of the Lincoln heritage.'
said LaRue County Judge Executive Tommy liana. who
is co-chairman of the Kentucln
Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial
Commission.
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Thirty-five years after the Supreme Court unilaterally
struck down state laws restricting abortion, the cost of that
decision continues to increase our moral deficit, which will
have far greater (and eternal) consequences than the impact
from economic challenges during a possible recession.
Depending on how one counts the number of abortions per year since 1973. more
than 50 million people who might have
been are not. These were people who.
regardless of the circumstances of the
women who carried them, had the potential
to contribute to the country and to the
world. But now they cannot, because they
are not. Would we be fighting the battle
over immigration had we not rid ourselves
of a generation of humans who likely
would have done the work for which we
Cal's
are now importing illegal aliens? Actions
Thoughts have consequences.
By Cal Thomas
Roe and its companion case. Doc v.
Bolton, took the question of endowment of
Syndicated
life by "our Creator' and placed it in the
Columnist
hands of individuals. History has shown
what happens when humanity seizes such power for itself:
political dictatorships. eugenics and scientific experiments
unrestrained by any moorings to a moral code. Each
becomes her and his own god; each becomes a taker of life,
rather than a giver, inverting the creation model into one of
destruction and transforming the pregnant woman from lifegiver to life-taker.
The social restructuring unleashed by the judicial fiat that
was Roc created a cultural fissure that remains today. We
moved quickly from acknowledgement of a right to live, to
assertions of a right to die. In her essay "The Women of
Roe v. Wade.' Harvard professor Mary Ann Glendon calls to
mind the novelist Walker Percy who prophesied two years
before Roe that •Qualitanan Centers* would spring up.
'where. as one of Percy's characters explained, doctors would
respect 'the right of an unwanted child not to have to
endure a life of suffering.'" State governments. Percy suggested, might eventually recognize a right to die. Arrangements would be made for the sick and elderly to push a
button that would transport them to a 'happy death' in
Michigan. a 'joyful exitus an New York. or a 'luanalu-hai"
in Hawaii. Percy's fiction increasingly resembles fact.
Abortion on demand cannot be seen in isolation from
social breakdown. In 1973. near the end of the Vietnam War
and the approaching resignation of President Nixon two years
later. the locus on self, pleasure and convenience by Baby
Boomers was at its height. Mamages easily dissolved as 'no
fault' divorce laws were passed; cohabitation and out-of-wedlock births were on the rise; 'unwanted babies' (who were
labeled 'products of conception' to make it easier to deny
the obvious) became an impediment to the pursuit of pleasure and material gain.
Abortion was not a cause, but a reflection of our decadence and deviancy One does not begin to kill babies until
other dominos has fallen. And once they have fallen, it
becomes difficult to set them aright because to do so would
require an admission of something so horrible that those
responsible for this fetal holocaust would have to acknowledge their sin and repent of 41: Such a thing is not a character trait of this most parneired generation.
In recent years there have been signs that things may be
- if not turning around - then moderating. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, abortion numbers
hase declined steadily since 1990, from a high of 1.2 million annually to fewer than 9(X).000. This is due. I believe.
to the unrelenting commitment of the pro-life movement
through pregnancy help centers, information by Internet.
marches and what appears to be a growing pro-life consensus among many women who reject the cavalier attitudes
about life displayed by their mothers' feminist generation.
Holly wood has infused a pro-life subplot into films such
as 'Juno' and 'Knocked Up." Might the 'old-fashioned'
become the new fashion?
Politicians and judges could help bury Roe by requinng
that pregnant women receive complete information about the
nature of the life within them, including being required to —
view sonograms before electing abortion This would follow
truth-in-labeling and truth-in-lending laws by fully informing
and empowering women Such an approach would satisfy the
liberal demand to keep abortion 'safe and legal' and the
pro-life desire to make them rare
After 35 years of slaughtering our young, isn't it time to
stop.'That child horn in 1973 could be a parent now. There
are children who could have been born today. Thirty-five
years of killing has diminished and corrupted us all. Let's
summon the moral courage to stop it for our sake ... and
for theirs
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Cities carry an important
responsibility for the state to
ensure a good quality of life
for citizens so they can
work, play, raise families and
live contentedly. In this
global economy, residents are
attracted to communities
based on their livability. It's
up to city officials and local
leaders to make sure communities are safe, roads are
built, the water comes on.
fires are put out, garbage is
picked up and the occasional
parade goes down Main
Street.
No matter where they are,
cities act as a hub for government, business, arts, culture and education. Cities
are now home to an estimated 2.2 million people. which
53 percent of
Kentucky's total population.
Just 50 years ago, only 37
percent of the population
lived in incorporated areas.
Almost three in four Kentuckians are employed in
cities and over X0 percent of
the state's total retail sales
occurs in Kentucky cities,
which will represent close to
$40 billion of sales in 2008.
Kentucky cities are home to
about two-thirds of the
state's an, recreation and
entertainment establishments.
Almost all public colleges
and universities in Kentucky
are located within city limits.
It's clear that the people and
the action are in cities.
Kentucky's cities are now
at a critical crossroads.
We
want local officials to create
top-notch communities but
provide them with fewer
resources and more financial
demands. A perfect storm
of conditions has led cities
to this difficult situation:
skyrocketing retirement cost,
expensive environmental mandates and limited local rev-

anile
City of Covington recently
options.
cut II employees to free up
The Kenfunds to pay for the increase
tucky
in pension payments now.
League of
A recent KLC survey
Cities will
showed that more than 40
bring attenpercent of cities have already
tion to the
tapped surplus funds to cover
cash flow
increased retirement costs or
crisis durhave made the difficult deciing the
sion to reduce the number of
Gencity employees.
Guest Voice 2008
Without changes to the
By Sylvia L. eral Assembly.
system, cities really don't
Lovely
City rev- have a way to expand their
Ky. League of enue
options in meeting these
Cities CEO
streams
financial obligations, other
cannot keep than raising existing taxes or
pace with escalating retirereducing the number of
ment costs, driven by rapidly employees and thereby the
rising retiree healthcare costs. services that they provide.
The Kentucky League of
Retirement benefits are proCities is well aware that
vided to city employees by
the County Employees
there are no easy solutions
Retirement System (CERS), a to the retirement financial
part of the Kentucky Retirecrisis, but we cannot throw
good money after bad. It is
ment Systems (KRS). The
benefits are funded only by
time for a frank and honest
discussion about how best to
contributions from local governments and their employees resolve the structural issues
in the pension system to
and ultimately, local taxpaystop the out of control costs.
ers. Each year, the KRS
Board of Trustees determines
It is no secret that the
how much the city has to
state is facing some tough
pay into the system, which
budget reductions in the
includes cost of living
2008 session. At the same
adjustments that are required
time, most cities are facing
their own budgetary crisis.
by the General Assembly.
Over the past decade, for
Cities wanting to offer a
defined benefit retirement
every $1.00 increase in city
package are required to parexpenditures. revenues have
ticipate in CERS: they canincreased by only 86 cents.
not modify benefit packages
Cities have very few options
and they cannot opt out of
and very little flexibility to
the system. In the last two
raise revenues on their own
years, retirement costs in
to provide the services, proCERS have increased 33 per- grams and projects that the
cent and are projected to
citizens of the 21st century
almost double by FY 2013.
demand.
This escalation in costs is
Currently, cities have three
devastating city budgets
basic methods to raise revacross the state.
The City
enue:
insurance premium
of Williamstown must
taxes, property, and occupaincrease its payments from
tional. Those are the only
ones permitted by the 1891
$260,000 per year to
$551,000 in five years. The
Kentucky constitution.

Because of these restrictions,
our options are limited.
Right now, the Kentucky
Constitution prevents you
from deciding in your own
city the best way to raise
revenue to support the projects and programs that most.
effectively meet your city's
needs. We need a state constitutional amendment that
would give voters in communities the ability to approve
a local sales tax to pay for
specific programs and projectsA constitutional amendment on local revenue
options would simply give
citizens the ability to vote
on a new way to pay for
projects and programs that
they support in their own
communities. The tax could
only be implemented after
passage of a local referendum authorizing the community to collect the tax. The
referendum on levying the
tax would be tied to specific
projects or programs and the
tax could only be levied
long enough to pay for the
project. It will let the people decide how they want to
titm
esprove their own communiThere is no easy way to
make public employee retirement more sustainable and it
will not be easy to expand
local revenue options. but it
is essential that we take
action on both fronts. Quality of life expectations are
high, but multiple financial
challenges, we can only
expect to get what cities are
able to give.
If we ask
our cities to compete in the
21st century's global economy, we need to give them
21st century solutions and
revenue sources that are
linked to an informationbased economy.
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Obituaries
Joint W. Owen
John Will Owen, 84,

Paid Obituaries

Paducah, died Wednesday, Jan. 16, 2008, at
4:05 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

An Army veteran of World War 11, he
was stationed in Europe. He was an electrical
designer in
the plant engineering division at the
atomic energy
plant, Union Carbide/Martin Marietta.
A graduate of
Hazel High School, he received his bachelor
of arts
degree from Murray State Univers
ity. He was a 55-year member and
former deacon of Broadway Church
of Ctirist, Paducah. He was a
former Khoury League Baseball
Coach at Noble Park and his hobbies were golfing and gardening.
Preceding him in death were one
son, John Steven Owen, one brother
, G.S. Owen, and his parents,
Ginath S. Owen and Mae Dick Owen.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nell
Estes Owen, to whom he
was married for 55 years: one daught
er, Kim Elizabeth Owen Ford
and husband, Joe T. Ford Jr., Paduca
h; two grandsons, John Hunter
Ford, Murray, and Joseph Taylor Ford,
Paducah; four sisters-in-law,
Annette Estes, Murfreesboro, Tenn., Jean
Davis, Huntsville, Ala.,
Irene Frisbee and husband, Dee, Clevel
and, Tenn., and Sue Santa
Ana and husband, Raul, Charleston,
S.C.; six nieces; six nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Milner and
Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Andrew
Clausen and Pat Powell will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt. Kenton
Cemetery. Visitation
will be at the funeral home after 10:30 a.m.
Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Broadway Church of
Christ Living Stones, 2855 Broadway St.,
Paducah, KY 42001 or
Paducah Public Schools Foundation, P.O. Box
2500, Paducah, KY
42002.

Andrew Harold Paschall
Andrew (Andy) Harold Paschall, 40, Phoeni
x, Ariz., died
Monday, Jan. 14, 2008.
A graduate of Lee's Summit High school in Missou
ri, he received
his undergraduate degree in mechanical
engineering from the
University of Missouri, Columbia. and his master's degree from Arizona State University, Tempe.
He was certified as a professional engineer
in
numerous states. After starting his career in the
semiconductor industry, he pursued to make the
world a better place through his work with alternative energies. His hobby was traveling and he and
his wife had visited over 50 different countries.
Survivors include his wife, Kristina (Kris)
Kommalan Paschall; his parents, James Rex
Paschall, Murray, Ky., and Carol Ann Colburn,
Paschall
Versailles, Mo.; one brother, James Cecil Paschall
and wife, Mary; five children; several aunts, uncles and
cousins.
The funeral mass will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Newma
n Center
ASU, 230 E. University Dr., Tempe, Ariz. Visitation will
be from 5
to 8 p.m. today (Friday) at Carr-Tenney Mortuary, 2621
S. Rural
Rd., Tempe.
Donations for the family are being accepted at any Washin
gton
Mutual branch; reference account #3573672827.

Chase Daniel Morton
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A funeral service for Chase Daniel Morton will be Saturd
ay at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Pierre Funeral Home, 2601 W.
Franklin St..
Evansville. Ind. Burial will follow in the Tupman
Cemetery,
Evansville. Visitation will be at the funeral home after
11 a.m.
Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kate Cares,
Meridian St., 0200, Indianapolis. IN 46204. Online caNdoki30 S.
matta
may be made at www.gltherrrnann.com
Chase Daniel Morton, infant sotralli,Josh and Carrie
Roedel
Morton of Bargersville. Ind., died Monday. Jan. 14, 2008
at St.
Francis Hospital South, Indianapolis, Ind. He weighe
d 5 pounds 9
ounces and measured 18 1/2 inches.
Survivors, in addition to his parents, include his grandpa
rents.
Danny and Hazel Morton, Hazel, Ky., and Alton and
Patty Roedel,
Evansville, Ind.; his aunts and uncles, Raegan Morton
, Chris
Roedel, Curt Roedel, Heather Barrett, Ben Aronson
and Cinda
Aronson; cousin, Malaina Aronson. A memorial service
was held
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Church of Stones Crossing, Greenw
ood,
hid.

Man kills boy by throwing him
from busy highway overpass
HONOLULU (AP) — The
man in hospital scrubs threw the
toddler like a doll from a pedestrian overpass to the freeway
humming with traffic. The 2 1/2year-old boy fell 30 feet to the
asphalt and was pronounced
dead at the scene.
The horrifying incident
Thursday on the highway cutting through the heart of the city
shocked Honolulu residents,
causing panicked parents to
phone day care centers to check
on their children.
Police arrested a 23-year-old
man they say occasionally babysat the child after witnesses saw
him throwing something, followed him and called authorities.
Kraig Hengst told The
Honolulu Advertiser he was
working in an apartment garage
across the street from the overpass when he saw a man "toss
the baby" at about 11:40 a.m.
"I saw the baby high in the
air. I thought it was a doll at
first," Hengst said. The man
held the child in one arm and
"tossed it into the air." he said.
One or two vehicles may
have struck the boy, but it was

unclear exactly what killed him,
the newspaper reported.
A white sheet covered the
body on the westbound lanes of
the H-1 freeway, a major route
through downtown that police
temporarily closed. The scene
was just blocks from the Capitol
and the governor's mansion.
The man, who was wearing
green hospital scrubs, was taken
to the police station and then to
a hospital, said police spokeswoman Michelle Yu. She didn't
know whether he had a history
of mental illness or a criminal
record.
"That will be part of the
investigation," Yu said.
The
suspect
screamed
"Thank you for everything" to
television crews as he was
escorted to a cell block. While in
a police car, he rocked back and
forth in the back seat.
The Queen's Medical Center.
the nearest facility with a mental
health wing, declined to say
whether the man was or had
been a patient. But spokeswoman Rebecca Pollard said no
patients were missing Thursday
and none had been discharged in
an unstable condition.

Mrs. Mabel Wilson Gargus Pickard

The funeral for Mrs. Mabel Wilson Gargus Pickar
d will be
Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funera
l Home.
Harold Irvart, Lyndon Ferguson and W.D. Jeffcoat will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Dwain and Mart James, Kent,
Carey and
Mike Wilson and Bobby Barron, active; Charles Whitnel
l, Sherrill
Gargus, Gerald D. Cooper, Dale Nance, Bob Pickard
, Ted Potts,
Tommy Phillips and Paul Wayne Garrison, honorary. Burial
will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m.
Friday.
Mrs. Pickard, 86, Glendale Place, Murray, died Tuesda
y morning,
Jan. 15, 2008, at Clear Lake Regional Hospital, Clear
Lake, Texas,
while visiting her family there. A Kentucky Colonel, she
had retired
as assistant to the bursar at Murray State University. She
was a
member of William Chapel Church of Christ where she
had been the
teacher for the Ladies Class since 1972, and a member
of Calloway
County Genealogical Society.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Thomas
Eldridge
Pickard, who died in 1998; one son, Master Sgt.
James David
Gargus; one brother, James L. Wilson; and one sister,
Grace James.
Born March 25, 1921, in Henry County, Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late Sam Leslie Wilson and Jernima Paschal
l Wilson.
Survivors include one daughter-in-law, Rita S.
Gargus,
Hopkinsville; one brother, Larry F. Wilson and wife,
Doris,
Gilbertsville; two grandchildren, Tara Gargus Fiese
and husband,
Bruce, Cerulean, and Brian Scott Gargus, Hopkinsville;
five greatgrandchildren, Joseph David Fiese, Gabriel Martin
Fiese,
De'Ahveon Gargus, Brion Gargus and Brianna Gargus
; several
nieces and nephews.

Prentice Wilson Beaman
A graveside service for Prentice Wilson Beaman will be
Saturday
at 11 a.m. at the Salem Baptist Church Cemetery, Lynn
Grove.
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Murray
, from 5 to
7 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to "The Chest of
Joash,"
441 S. Highland Ave., Apopka, FL 32703. Online condol
ences may
be made at www.imesrniller.com A funeral for Mr. Beama
n was
Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Loomis Family
Funeral
Home. 420W. Main St., Apopka, Fl 32712.
Mr. Beaman, 92, Apopka, Fla., native of Calloway County
, Ky.,
died Friday. Jan. 11, 2008, at Florida Hospital, Orlando, Fla.
An Army veteran, he was a Broker's Representative in
Food
Sales. Born Oct. 15, 1915, in Calloway County, he was
the son of
the late T.A. Beaman and Theodocia Barton Beaman. Also
preceding him in death were his first wife, Tennie Wilson Rogers
Beaman,
and one grandson, Christopher Asters. He moved to Florida
in 1952.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Lee Beaman; one son.
Roger
Beaman and wife, Sandi, Bradenton, Fla.; one daughter,
Bonnie
Asters and husband Conny. Apopka, Fla.; one stepda
ughter,
Margaret Wilcox and husband, Don, Sanford, Fla.; one stepson
,
James Link and wife, Susan, Hattisburg, Miss.; three grandch
ildren,
Charles Asters GYSGT, Shannon Beaman USMC, and
Ryan W.
Beaman; two stepgrandchldren, John Nagarya and James Nagary
a;
six great-grandchildren.
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AP
Chess star Bobby Fischer is seen in New York
in this April 28,
1962 file photo. U.S.-born Fischer, who renou
nced his citizenship, has died at 64 at his home in Reykjavik,
Iceland.

Chess champion, Cold War
icon Bobby Fischer, dead at 64

REYKJAVIK, Iceland (AP) 1975 after refusing
to defend it
— Bobby Fischer, the reclusive against Anatol
y Karpov. He
chess genius who became a dropped out
of competitive
Cold War icon by dethroning chess and largely
out of view,
the Soviet world champion in emerging occasio
nally to make
1972 and later renounced his erratic and often
anti-Semitic
American citizenship, has died. comments, although
his mother
He was 64.
was Jewish.
Fisher died in a Reykjavik
Spassky said in a brief phOne
hospital on Thursday, his call from his home
in France
spokesman, Gardar Sverrisson, that he was "very sorry"
to hear
said this morning. There was no of the death of his friend
and
immediate word on cause of rival.
death.
An American chess champiBorn in Chicago and raised on at 14 and a grand master
at
in Brooklyn, N.Y., Fischer was 15. Fischer dethro
ned Spassky
wanted in the United States for in 1972 in a series
of games in
playing a 1992 rematch against Iceland's capital, Reykja
vik, to
Boris Spassky in Yugoslavia in claim America's first
world
defiance of international sanc- chess championship
in more
tions. In 2005, he moved to than a century.
Iceland, a chess-mad nation and
The match, at the height of
site of his greatest triumph.
the Cold War, took on mythic
Garry Kasparov, the former dimensions as a clash betwee
n
Russian chess champion, said the world's two superpowers.
Fischer's ascent in the chess
Fischer played — and won
world in the 1960s and his pro- — an exhibition
rematch
motion of chess worldwide was against Spassky on
the resort
"a revolutionary breakthrough" island of Sveti Stefan,
but the
for the game. But Fischer's rep- game was in violati
on of U.S.
utation as a genius of chess was sanctions imposed to
punish
eclipsed, in the eyes of many, by then-President
Slobodan
his idiosyncrasies.
Milosevic. In July 2004, Fischer
"The tragedy is that he left was arrested at Japan's Narita
this' world too early, and his airport for traveli
ng on a
eau/aves life and,.sespdadons revoked U.S. passport_
cpposiveosidlid apt taindbusitio threatened with extratiltidnand
to
popularity of chess," the United States. He
spent nine
Kasparov told The Associated months in custod
y before the
Press.
dispute was resolved when
He lost his world title in Iceland granted
him citizenship.

Don't
Let
Your
Credit
Keep
You
From Buying That
New Car,Thick,
Van or SW You Are
In Need Of.
Regardless of your prior credit history: Good
or bad, our company specializes in securing
loans for the every situation. We have over 20
financial institutions that are competing daily
to provide someone just like you with
financing for that new vehicle you deserve

PREMIER NISSAN

Call
1-888-FAST-YES

your community.

MURANO E,

or Apply Online At

wwvv.fastyes.com
—24 HOURS A DAY

41111
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Kirksey Methodist Women are busy quilting
The women of Kirksey United Methodist Church have
pieced and quilted two quilts
for "It's My Very Own," a
faith-based nonprofit organization committed to working with
this community to provide for
the immediate needs of children being removed from their
homes by local child protective SCIVICCs.
Presidents of the Calloway
County Chapter are Stephanie
Carpenter and Kristi Jackson.
"When a child is removed
from their home by the local
child protective e service, it
is often in the middle of the
night. Usually, they can take
nothing with them but the
clothes on their backs. They.
are frightened and very alone.
Our community can make a
difference in the lives of these
children by finding out how
you can help these children
through the "Bags of Love"
program,.. as listed in the
brochure for the organization.
(lance Norsworthy pieced
the quilts and Willadene Walker quilted the quilts. Two of
themn were presented to the
"It's My Very Own" chapter.
The other, a king size quilt.
waspresented to the Rev. Mark
and Dawn Earheart, pastor and
wile of Kirksey
United
Methodist Church at recent supper meeting at August Moon.
The Kirksey women are now
working on a quilt with the
proceeds to be donated to Relay
for Life.
Members of the Kirksey
Wornen are (lance Norsworthy, president. Kauai* Darnell.
vice president, Martha Smith.
secretary -treasurer, Nell Dotson.
Wanda
Johnson,
Carolyn

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Photo provided
Pictured are, from lett. Knsti Jackson, Willadene Walker and Clance Norsworthy with the two
quilts made by the Kirksey Women and donated to "It's My Very Own"

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet
tonight from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United'
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will be Hallelujah Singers. Margie Black and Dale
Litchfield. There is no admission charge, but items for Need'
Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5641 Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-:
2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

'Dancing For A Cure' on Saturday

Photo provided
Picture are Dawn and Mark Earheart with the king size quilt presented to them by the Women
of Kirksey United Methodist Women
Paschall. feresa Vs 11114111s. Lille
held. Willadene Walker, (,'yti-

Hart, Phyllis Robinson,
\larilyii Rule, Dawn Earheart,
1111.1
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WINNER OF NBC'S
AMERICA'S GOT TALENT
▪

moviesinmurray.com

Vicki Kemp and Kathy lack"0i1

DON T MISS IMPRESSIONIST.
VENTRILOQUIST SINGER AND
COMEDIAN TERRY FATOR AND
HIS MILLION DOLLAR'VOICE

Mr. and Mrs. Austin A.
Young of Clear Springs area
of Graves County are the parents of a son. Houston Ames
Young, born on Friday. Jan.
II, 2008, at Jackson Purchase
Medical Center. Mayfield. The
mother is the former Jessica
Houston.
Paternal grandparents are Dr.
Mark and Mary Jean Young
of Clear Springs.
Maternal grandparents are
Sonia Simmons and the late
Jerry Simmons and Donnie and
Carla Houston of Murray

Avery
Elizabeth
Schumacher
Mr and Mrs. Casey Schumacher of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Avery Elizabeth Schumacher. born on
Monday. Nov. 26. 2007, at
3:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
9 ounces and measured 18 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Knsta Stalls. A sister is
Addison Kay. 2.
Grandparents are Fred and
Linda Stalls of Almo. Mary
Smith of Murray, and Robert
Schumacher of New Concord.
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Glory Bound Entertainment tonight

Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be
Dolores Wells, Sandra Whittenberg and Lois Pharris. Members
will be judging poetry and short stones for the club contests.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
PROCLAMATION SIGNING: Murray Mayor Thomas Rushing (seated front right) signed a
proclamation Wednesday declaring Monday. Jan 21. as the Marlin Luther King, Jr Federal
Holiday in the City of Murray. The proclamation noted the establishment of a Dr. Martin Luther
King. Jr Celebration Committee to promote community and volunteerism in the City of Murray.
Pictured above, from left, are (Seated) Florence Hudspeth community representative, and
Mayor Rushing. (Standing) S G Carthell, director of the Murray State University Department
of Afncan-American Student Services and Ethnic Programs. Dr Peggy Munke, interim director of the Murray State University Department of Social Work. Jessica Stone. president of the
Murray State University Black Student Council, Linda Stone, community representative:
MarTeze Hammonds, advisor with the Murray Slate University Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.,
and academic counselor for the Murray State University Department of Athletics. and Rev.
Franklin Stone, chairman of the Murray State University Parent Advisory Council.

Alvin A The Chippage
- 1 oo - 3:10 - 6:56

Four Rivers group will meet

Alpha Department will meet

Houston
Ames
Young

• e Bucket List

Murray Lodge #105 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m.:
at the lodge hall, located on Ky. 121 North!
at Robertson Road North. A potluck meak,
will be served prior to the lodge meeting
at 7:30 p.m.
Curtis Johnson. Kentucky past grand
Master, will install the new officers for;
2008.
All members are urged to attend as well
as the public, according to a member of
the lodge.

Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Pubtic Library. For more information contact Velvaleen at 7536979.
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-Dancing For A Cure" will be the theme of the fund-raising event planned Saturday from 7 to 10 p.m. at the George
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. This will
be sponsored by Kirksey United Methodist Church Relay for'
Life Team. Attire will be dressy or semi-formal. Refreshments
will be served. For more information on admission contact'
Cynthia Hart at 293-1510 or Jane Field at 489-2972.

Local places to close Monday
Among the places to be closed Monday in observance of
Martin Luther King Jr. Day are Calloway County Courthouse„
Judicial building on North Fourth Street, and Calloway County Public Library. 710 Main St.

Bethel Fellowship plans breakfast
Bethel Fellowship Church, located on Ky, Hwy. 94, nine
miles east of Murray, will have a pancake breakfast on Saturday from 8 to 10 a.m. Donations will be accepted. For infor- ,
mation call 753-0220.

New Beginnings meeting Saturday
New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road
South off Ky. 94 West, Murray. The keynote speaker will be.,
Karen Clark These meetings are open to the public. A potluck
meal will be served. For more information call Ron and Linda
Wright at 753-0156.

AQHA Horse Show scheduled
AQHA Western Pleasure Horse Show will be Saturday and
Sunday at the Murray State University Exposition Center. There
is no admission. For information call 809-3125.
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CCHS Touchdown Club to meet
Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will meet
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the CCHS field house. Information
regarding next year's season new offer elections will be among
the items to be discussed. All members and interested persons
are urged to attend.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Concert scheduled here Saturday
The 2008 Lovett Live/WKMS-FM "Music from the Front
Porch" concert will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at Murray State
University Lovett auditonum. Peter Rowan and Tony Rice
Quartet will headline the event. For more Information visit the,
website, www.wkms.org or call 1-800-599-4737

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners Bingo tonight
Murray Shnners announced that Bingo will be held Friday.
at 6:30 at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray.,
Proceeds help support many local and Shrine charitable activ
-•
ities.

NHS Football banquet planned
Murray High School Football Banquet will be Saturday, Feb..
2, at I p.m. at Murray High School. All tickets must be purchased in advance by Jan. 25 at the office at the high school.

MHS Class of 1983 planning reunion

Murray High
meeting to plan
a.m. at the Big
For information

School graduating class of 1983 will have a
for the 25-year class reunion Friday at 11:30
Apple. All class members are urged to attend.
call John Purdom at 753-4751.
4.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, nest to St. John's Episcopal Church For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion

The Murray High School class of 1988 is currently making
plans for a 20-year reunion. All class members should e-mail
their contact information to David McDowell at david.rnolowellemurray.kyschools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.
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USCG Auxiliary hosts safety exhibit at boat show
Members of U. S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary Kentucky Lake
and Paris Landing Flotillas will
host an exhibit at the Murray
Boat and Outdoor Show this
weekend, Jan. 18-20. They will
distribute boating safety literature, answer questions and
demonstrate wearing life jacketa properly and safely. The
event will be held at the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center.
Most recreational boats in
our area are dry docked or
otherwise winterized this time
of year. However, "It is never
too early to prepare for a safe
season on the water," according to Kentucky Lake Flotilla

boat owners. These courtesy
exams may be scheduled
whether the boat is in the water
or on a trailer.
How many life jackets are ,
required on a ski boat? What
does "no-wake" mean? Are fire
extinguishers legally required
on a fishing boat? Are the
small personal watercraft boats
or toys? Is it necessary to
know about buoys, navigation
lights or how to stay in the
main or secondary channels?
Don't know? Ask at the auxthe
exhibit. Know
iliary
answers? Visit the exhibit anyway. These dedicated volunteers
invite all boaters to join helping making area waters safer.

Commander Donna Krarnar.
"Knowledge of federal and state
regulations also may save
boaters from having to pay a
fine."
Coastie the Safety Boat will
be on hand to entertain and
teach children.
The USCG Auxiliary, an allvolunteer organization, is a nonmilitary civilian affiliate of the
United Sates Coast Guard.
Experienced, trained volunteers
operate safety patrols, provide
search and rescue assistance and
aid the Coast Guard in many
ways on and off the water.
The auxiliary provides public education classes and conducts free Safety Checks for
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Pictured above, from left, are: Clint Stewart; Mike Farley;
Walls; and Ronnie Dawson.

International Travel Scholarship
pledged by Seaton couple
Dr. Hal and Jane Seaton of
Athens, Ga., have recently
pledged $100,000 to establish
the Dr. Hal and Jane Seaton
Fund for Excellence in International Education at Murray
State University. This gift will
provide scholarships for MSU
students seeking to study
abroad; an additional estate gift
will establish a general scholarship endowment and benefit
the construction of a new library
at MSU.
Hal, originally from Dawson Springs, Ky., received his
bachelor of science degree in
business administration from
MSU in 1962. As a student,
he was active on campus as a
member of the Sigma Chi fraternity, Business Club, International Relations Club, and
Scabbard and Blade. In 1966,
master of eduhe received
cation degree from the University of Mississippi. Hal
earned his doctoral degree from
the University of Missouri in
Columbia in 1972.
Retired from the University of Georgia and a successful businessman, Hal's life work
has been committed to training future educators. Traveling

around the world presenting
his research, he developed an
appreciation for international
travel in education.
Jane received her bachelor's
degree from Northwestern University and her master's degree
from the University of Michigan. Her career has been spent
as an audiologist. Hal and Jane
met and married in St. Louis,
Mo., where they were both
working with local school systems.
Hal continues to express
appreciation for the support
Murray State provided in his
life and career, and both he
and Jane wish to assist the
university in continuing its tradition of excellence. "If Murray State had not existed in
this area, I would not have
gone to college," says Hal. He
was the first member of his
family to attend and graduate
from college, and his experiences at Murray State inspired
him to devote his life to helping those in need. "At Murray State, I was confronted
with diverse ideas that had never
been presented to me before,"
Hal adds. The diversity he was
exposed to at MSU later

inspired him to become a supporter and activist for the Civil
Rights Movement.
Since retiring, the Seatons
have devoted much of their
time to volunteer work with '
organizations such as Habitat
for Humanity, Meals On Wheels
and the Salvation Army. They
continue to travel internationally and look forward to sharing their love of international
travel and study with MSU.
For more information on the
Dr. Hal and Jane Seaton Fund
for Excellence in International
Education contact the MSU
scholarship office by telephone
at 809-3225 or by e-mail at
scholarship.office@murra
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Calloway County Farm mation Award as well as receivBureau was recently honored ing the coveted honor of being
with several awards at the Ken- named the Top County in Distucky Farm Bureau annual con- trict I.
Misty Thorn was elected to
vention.
Gold Star Awards were serve as secretary of the Kenreceived for the Young Farmer tucky Farm Bureau Young
and
and Women's Leadership Pro- Farmer Committee. Misty
her husband, Chris, represent
grams.
The county also received a District I on the state comstate-wide Honorable Mention mittee.
Tripp Furches was also electand Gold Star for the Media
to another term on the Kened
InforMember
Relations and

Photo provided

Robert Geurin, Becky Geurin, Misty Thorn,
Pictured with those winning awards were, from left,
Chris Thom and Greg Workman.

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Dr.
Robert Imhoff, president of
Mid-Continent University, conferred 146 bachelor degrees and
70 associate degrees during a
ceremony held Saturday. Dec.
IS. at Graves County High
School.
Jennifer Johnson graduated
with an associate of science
degree from the ADVANTAGE
Program.
TheUniversity is accredited to confer bachelor and associate degrees by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools, the official accrediting agency in the Southeastern United States.
For more information about
the university, call 247-8521.

r's Select
roidered Collegiate

79

Reg S52

$14.99
Junior's
Fashion Denim

$7.99

12.99
'Joseph A.
velty Sweaters
Rag $88

2ibr $12
Misses' Selma Cury
Turtlenecks
or S8 99 each Rag $18

Photo provided
SPEAKER: Robert Valentine
will recite Poet Robert Bums'
'Ode to a Haggis" at the
Murray Caledonia Society's
Bums Supper to be Jan. 26,
starting at 6 p.m. at the
Club
Woman's
Murray
house. Reservations can be
made by calling the Visitor's
and Convention Bureau at 1800-651-1603.

8096 off

9.99

Reg $48-$88

Degrees
conferred at
Mid-Continent
University

tucky Farm Bureau
Directors.
Shown with those who
received awards were Robert
Geurin, 2007 Young Farmer..
Chairman; Becky Geurin and
Misty Thorn, members of the
Young Farmer and Women's
Leadership Committees: Chris.
Thorn, vice president of Calloway County Farm Bureau: and
Greg Workman, 2008 Young
Farmer Chairman.

8096 off
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London Fog Outerwear
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$19.99

Ladies' Nylon Totes
& Satchels

Men's Izod de Chaps
IS Fobs, Fleece 8e more
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Reg to $88

$18.99
T.Rrites' Cozy Robes
Soft Touch
Reg to $72

$14.99
Ladies' Boxed Tommy
Hilliger Mini Bags
Reg $29

$12.99
Ladies' Floral Totes

$19.99
Men's Alexander Jullian
Boxed Shirt de Tie Set
Reg $4995

$14.99
Men's Famous Maker
Neckwear
Beg $32 80

$10.99

Men's Collegiate
Flannel Pants
Rag

$25

$77
Men's Designer
Sportcoats
orig to $250

$29.99
Men's Corduroy
Sportcoats
Ong $120

80% off
Kid's Famous Ma
Sets & Separate
Beg *38-142

$14.99
Kid's Collegiate
Sweatshirts
Reg 142-152

$12.99
Girl's Fashion
Sweaters
Bet 13e-148
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Ammon

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 9 00• m
Worship
Sat 10 15 a in
Sabbath Si hind

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2 00 p m
I* Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday

ANGLICAN
NT. HAM'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
414 Ms./dela Higies•y. Benton. KY 42045
270 sr mta
woo a la
Pea. hay Senna Cootact tie NOIR 262-1389

APINITGLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday1000• m
6 45 p in
Ineoday
6 45 p m
Thursday

ASSEMBLIES Sr NS
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
siinday Morning Worship 10 30•in
-onday Evening Worship 600 p in
7 00 p in
...day Bible Study

Lams"
BLOOD RIVER
II UU•in
Morning Worship
61.6) pm
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
1()•in
od•y School
lam & 6 pm
Worship

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50• in
Morning Worship
8 00 p m
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB ratrwal BAPTIST
930 a in
Sunday School
11 00•in
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
II 00 a in.
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship

NEW PROVIDENCE
10 00 a in
Sunday School
llam &Apo'
Worship
OAK GROVE
10•in
Sunday School
Ilam Is 7pm
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
10 00•m
Sunday School
II 00•in
Preaching
5 30 p in
Prayer Service
600pm
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 a m
Sunday School
Worship 845 am kllam & 6 pm
SALEM BAPTIST
9 30• m
Sunday School
1030am 544pm
Worship
700 p in
Study
Wed Night Bible

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6 30 p in
Wednesday Service
10 00 a in
Sunday School
II 00• ni
Worship Service
6.00 pm
Sunday Night

SCOTTS GROVE
9 45• in
Sunday School
10 45•in
Worship Service
6,00 pin
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7 00 p in
Prayer k Foaling for Spintual
p m 10 p m
Sat
Awakening

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9-00• in
Sunday School
10 00 in & 6 00 p m
Worship
5 00 p in
Ihecipleship Tr•ining

SINKING SPRING
10• in
Sunday School
11 •rn & 6pm
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10 00•in
Sunday School
11 00. m
Morning Worship
6 00 p ro
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study k Youth 7 00 p m

SOUTH MARSHALL
10. m
Sunday School
11 •m.630 pm
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
•m
900
Sunday School
10• m
.
Worship Services
44 p in
IbaciplesPop Training

FAITH BAPTIST
II 00•in
Morning Worship
600 p in
Pornirig Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
16(6)•en
soionr, ho .4
1100 iarn k 600pm
Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
4 45• in
s. hod
Worship Is 3415 111 55 am &6pm
FLINT aArnwr
10 00• m
Sunday School
II 00• in
Morning Worship
6 45 p in
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
930.in
Sunday School
45• m
Worship
CillAt'E BAPTIST
930 sin
Sunday School
11145 am & 6 pm
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10•tri
Sunday School
I I•

Good friends, like all things in
this world, seem to come and
go. The friends we had during
our childhood have grown and
moved on with their lives. Our
high school and college friends
have relocated to better their
careers. Friends and coworkers
that we at one time considered
our good friends have changed
jobs or relocated to different
cities, and we easily seem to lose
track of them. Throughout a lifetime, the average person will lose hundreds of friends
due to various situations, and it is often sad and
depressing to lose a good, close friend. Everyone needs
friends, and establishing friendships in our lives is
important for a satisfying and content existence. Our
Heavenly Father is the ultimate friend that everyone
needs in this world, and knowing that He is one friend
that will never leave us should provide us peace of
mind. The Bible tells us that a friend loves at all times
TProverbs 17:17). It tells us that God loves us so much
that He gave His only begotten Son that whoever
believes in Him may not perish but have eternal life
(John 3:16). Earthly friendships rarely last a lifetime, but
God's friendship and love are eternal.

NORTHSIDE
1000•in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Worship
Evetung

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
945• in
Sunday Si to.]
11 00• in
Morning Semites
600 p m
Evening Servicess

)6ttfuttlp

Treasure Your
Friendships

as b p

7p
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
800.9155 1030•m
Worship
Sun Stle•ila it 00. 9135 10 30•in
6009m
Evening Worship
7 pm
Wedneedwi Worship
HAZEL riArnirr
930.in
Sunday School
10 341a m & 6 30 p m
Worship
5 30 p m
i'hurch Training
700 p m
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10-00 a in
Sunday School
Worahip Service II 00 am &6pm
700 p m
Wednesday
IfilltESEY BAPTIST
II 00 a m
Morrung Mior•hip
5 30-7 30 p m
Anr•rui
645 pin
Training I 'n Ion
630 pm
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER mustopuar BAPTIST
10 00• no
Sunday School
11 arn &iiisOpm
Pres. hing
7 00 p in
Wednesday Norht
UGHTHOLNE BAPTIST CHL1U11
10 04)• rii
Sunday School
II air 46pni
Worship
70(1 p m
Wednesday Worship
LOCUST GROVE
10 00• m
Sun4a• School
11 a m &6pm
Morning Worship
7 00 p in
Wednesday Worship

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Some friendships do not last, but some friends
are more loyal than brothers.

MT CARMEL
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11.00 a.m.
Sunday School

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
7 p in
Intraday' Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p in
Saturdays Cslebrauon Service 7 p.m

MT. HEBRON
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 -00 a.m.
Sunday School

SHILOH FLTLL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7.00 p m.
Thursday Night
1000 am
Sunday Morning
700 p in
Sunday Evening

PALESTINE UNITED
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11-00 a.m.
Worship

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3pm
Sunday
7 p in
Wednesday

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9.30 a m
Worship
11 -00 a in
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a.m
Bible School
11:30 LID & 7 p in
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONTIT CHURCH
1'2 miles west or Lynn Grove
1000 a in
Sunday School
10.45 •.m
Worship
7.30 p.m
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 103)) am &(pm
7 pm
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
1030 am
Sundays
700 p in
Wednesdays

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 30•in
Sunday School
10 15•In
Morning Worship
p in
600
Worship
Evening
7 00 p m
Wed Bible Study

WEST'SIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9 30• m
Sunday School
1030•m 66pm
Worship
7pm
Wednesday

DEXTER
9 30• m
Sunday School
1030•m & 600pm
Worship
7 00 p in
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 00• m
Bible Study
11 -00• m
Morning Worship
5 00 p
Evening War-ship
11111.101 PLAIN
•
10 00•m
Mkt Bandy
10-46•ma
Morning flonice
600 p in
Evening Worship
7-00 p in
Wednesday Worship

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10• m
Sunday School
Ilam & 6 p m
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a in
n da y Mctssl
••
II
Worship
7p m
Weemeday

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1406 Sycamore St
1000 •.m. & 5'00 p.m
Sundays

Ligl
plai

NAZAISNE

A ti
Baptist

MURRAY CHURCH
945 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10700 win
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m
Sunday School
11700 a.m
Worship

CATEGIJC

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
900•m
Bible Study
9 50• m
Morning Worship
600 p m
Evtning Worship
7 00 p m
Mid Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH Of CHRIST
9(6)• in
Sunday Bible Claim
lo 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 (10 pin
Wednesday Night

IENOVAII'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 am
Public Talk
1030 am
Watchtower Study

LIITNEIUUI
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9-00• m
Bible Study
10 30 a in
Worship

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
1000 •.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am. & 6:00 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

Go
Isa

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Worship Sernce
5:00 p.m:
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
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tain
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n.
ertaf
seor

CALVARY TEMPLE
10700 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am. &630 p.m.
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7:00 p.m

ST. HENRY CATHOIJC CHURCH
i ii p in
Saturday Maas
1040•ni
Sunday Maas
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
6 00 p m
Saturday Maas
s•m & 11 am
Sunday Mame.

CIIIISTUU1
At KORA CHRISTIAN
11 am &6pm
Worshi1.
10•in
Sunday
Study
Bible
7pm
Bible Studs Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
900 a m
Sunday School
10 15 a m
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN ratowslar
930•in
Bible School
10 30 a m
Worship
00 p,
6
Evening Service

MOM ICIMICI SEM
30• in

10
Sunday School
Reeding Room Every Wed 12-3 pm
7 30 p in
2nd Weinmday

W =WTI
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 00• m
Bible School
9 541 • m
Morning Worship
6(C) pm
Evening Worship

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNTTED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11700 •in:
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
lot & 3rd Sun. Night

UNION GROVE
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9.50•in
Sunday School

IJNEVERSITY
9-00 a m
Bible flumes
10 00•m & 5110 pas.
Worship

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
9.00 a.m.
Contemporary, Servwe
I 0:00 a.m.
Basle Study
am.
11:00
Regular Worship

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
900•m
Morning
6-00 pm
Evening
7 00 p in
%arrow

[TAJO.= CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000• m
Sunday School
10 50 a in
Morning Worship
7 00 p in
Evening Worship
'Sunday & Wednesdays
WE OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000•in
Sunday School
11 00•in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship

NEW CONCORD
950•m &6pm
Worship
9•in
Bible Classes
7 p in
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
900• m
Bible Study
600 p m
1000am
Worship
7 00 p m
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
1046•in
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship

MUM IR MS MINT
IMO III$AM
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
1000•in
Sunday Priegthood
11 10 a m
Sunday SC/1001
12 10 p m
Sacrament Meeting

mitscom
ST. JOHNS EPISCOPAL
10 30 a in
Worship
900•in
Sunday School
500 pin
Sunday Worship
00 p m
12
Tue•day

1111EPENNIENT
CHRISTIAN COODIUNTTY CHURCH
10 30• m
Worship Sunday
Children Sunday School 11-00•in
FROM HOUSE
10-00• in
Sunday School
11 00• m
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10 00• m
Worship
Wednesday- Home Groups 600 pm

COLD WATER
10:00 a.in.
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 am
Worship
7700 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10-00 am.
Sunday School
11 a m & p.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
600 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10 30 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNTTED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a m
Sunday School & Worship
6pm
Evening Worship
7p
Wednesday

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
s 45 & 11 a m.
Worship
9-50 wm
Sunday School

NEW CONCORD
10 a.m
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p.m

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10.00 am
Sunday School
11-00 a m
Worship Service

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
10-50 a.m. & 6 pm.
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday Worship

GOSHEN METHODIST
900 a in
Sunday School
10-00 a in
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11.00 a.tri
Sunday School
9.45•.m
Morning Worship
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INDEPENDENCE UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100am
Morning Worship
KIMSEY UNITED
10700 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

IIBEWTY CUMBERLAND
1000 win
Sunday School
11 -00 •.m
Worship Service

LYNN GROVE
900•in
Sunday School
930. in
Morning Worship

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
1000•in
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Worship

MASON'S CHAPEL UNTIED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6 30 p.m

The
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 am
Worship

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNTIED
9700 win
Worship Service
1030 am
Sunday School

Feb.3
the eh

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100-7:30 p.m
Worship Service

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p m.
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
1000 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m & 6 30 p m
Worship
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Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
.4•••;/.re•i•itt/ //tetitieN /to /he- ette•ve•itet

Kevil
Spec
The
402 an

PENTECOSTAL

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11:00 sin
Sunday Morning
6:30 pm
Wednesday Evening

SECOND STREET
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship
GULNIDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5•m 9•ni & 6 pm
Worship
10 iSa m
Bible Study
7 pm
Wed Bible Study

WEST MURRAY
10.50• m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship

theTo
with
at
tor's as
Steve S
Serving
Elizabei

WAYMEN CHAPEL ARE CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Service

BETHEL UNITED
9-30 a.m
Morning Worship
10:30 am
Sunday School
6.00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night

SUGAR('REEK
10 a an
Sunday School
11 am & 6 pm
pa
Worshi
7pm
Wednesday
WEST FORK
II 00 a in
Morning Worship
700 pm
Wednesday Evening
6 00 p m
Sunday Evening
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TEMPLE HILL UNITED
900 a.m
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching

Good News Bible Proverbs 18:24
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Professional Sound & Video rya

limmi Parker Ford
..co, Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Itupir 1.1.101, \,111,

1.1

I I'll

Barri. Amor..
firer :to 1 I P••I I loci- 14'1,o

IMICe

4100c (.1eridale Road • Murray, KN 42071
• 731-15S3

EAY
linDIZER & TIMES

(no)753-ISIS • www.afarraylodear.00m

Cain's Ak

CHRYSLER DOOGE JEEP
1400 N 12TH MURRAY KY e 75344411

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

dris

733.5719

NET

Tro

chi

Bng Socks it Reedy MU Concnole
753-3540
East Main Street

"Your Authorized GE Showcase !haler"
212 E Main St. • 753-1586

Thornton Tile and Marble
fill`• 9th '.‘t

ITITS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.

Murray Appliance
and TV

;I* gienaie

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13

the
trail

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 71mothy 4:7

WAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944
Our Family Is Here 7O
Help Yours,
1707W. Maia • Murray •270.733-1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
MN S.4th Si.• Murray,KY •(270) 759-4500
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And ifIgo and prepare a place for

hi

you,1 will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be

01

where 1 am.
- John 14:3
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Bush to offer ideas for an economic stimulus package
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush is putting together his first public call for a
"robust" emergency fiscal stimulus bill to get Cash quickly into
the pockets of consumers and
jurnp-start a sagging economy,
hrs treasury secretary said
Friday.
Bush planned to lay out his
position later in the day, but he
wasn't expected to go into
specifics. Press secretary Dana
Perin° said Bush would demand
drat any package be effective,
simple and temporary — mirroring calls by Democratic lawrnakers for a "timely, targeted
iutd temporary" stimulus measure.
. Taxpayers could receive
rebates of up to $800 for indiviizluals and $1,600 for married
couples under a White House
plan. Although lawmakers were
considering smaller rebate
checks and more money for food
stamp recipients and the unemployed, Bush told congressional
leaders that he favors income tax
rebates for people and tax breaks
for business investment.
"What he believes is that
we've got to do something that
is'robust. It's going to be tempo-

AP
A traveler stops to look at a currency exchange price list in New York's Grand Central Terminal
on Thursday. The dollar edged down against most major currencies Thursday after President
Bush and U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bemanke said they supported an economic
stimulus package to avert recession.
rary and get money into the
economy quickly," Treasury
Secretary Henry Paulson said on

CBS's "The Early Show." "It's
going to be focused on consumers, individuals, families —

putting money in their pocket.
And it's going to be focused on
giving businesses the incentive

to hire people, to create jobs."
Federal Reserve Chairman
Ben Bernanke entered the stimulus debate Thursday, endorsing
the idea of putting money into
the hands of those who would
spend it quickly and boost the
flagging economy.
The scramble to take action
came as fears mounted that a
severe housing slump and a
painful credit crisis could cause
people to clamp down on their
spending and businesses to put a
lid on hiring, throwing the country into its first recession since
2001.
Aides to lawmakers involved
in the talks said the White House
also wants to eliminate the 10
percent income tax bracket for
one year and issue a rebate within months.
Advocates for the poor said
that tens of millions of people in
lower income ranges would be
left out or not fully feel the benefit of the White House plan.
Lawmakers were instead discussing a $500 rebate for individuals, the aides said, with
details for couples and people
with children still being negotiated.

The rebates would likely be
limited to individuals with
incomes of $85,000 or less and
couples with incomes of
$110,000 or less, the aides said,
speaking on condition of
anonymity because no final
decisions had been made.
The president did not push
for a permanent extension of his
2001 and 2003 tax cuts, many of
which are due to expire in 2010,
officials said. That would eliminate a potential stumbling block
to swift action by Congress,
since most Democrats oppose
making the tax cuts permanent.
White House counselor Ed
Gillespie said Friday on CNN
the White House would still like
to see the tax cuts made permanent, but the president believes a
stimulus plan needs to be put
into place within the next few
weeks.
Bernanke voiced his support
for a stimulus package in an
appearance before the House
Budget Committee. He stressed
that it must be temporary and
must be implemented quickly—
so that its economic effects
could be felt as much as possible
within the next 12 months.

Victim of attack
was drinking,
taunting tiger
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — One of the three victims of San
Francisco Zoo tiger attack was intoxicated and admitted to yelling
and waving at the animal while standing atop the railing of the big
cat enclosure, police said in court documents filed Thursday.
Paul Dhaliwal, 19, told the father of Carlos Sousa Jr., 17, who
was killed, that the three yelled and waved at the tiger but insisted
they never threw anything into its pen to provoke the cat, according
to a search warrant affidavit obtained by the San Francisco
Chronicle.
"As a result of this investigation, (police believe) that the tiger
may have been taunted/agitated by its eventual victims," according
to Inspector Valerie Matthews, who prepared the affidavit. Police
believe that "this factor contributed to the tiger escaping from its
edclosure and attacking its victims," she said.
; Sousa's father, Carlos Sousa Sr., said Dhaliwal told him the three
stbod on a 3-foot-tall metal railing a few feet from the edge of the
tiger moat."When they got down they heard a noise in the bushes,
and the tiger was jumping out of the bushes on him (Paul
Dhaliwal)," the documents said.
• Police found a partial shoe print that matched Paul Dhaliwal's on
tcip of the railing. Matthews said in the documents.
; The papers said Paul Dhaliwal told Sousa that no one was dangang his legs over the enclosure. Authorities believe the tiger leaped
or climbed out of the enclosure, which had a wall 4 feet shorter than
die recommended minimum.
The affidavit also cites multiple reports of a group of young men
taiinting animals at the Z0c), the Chronicle reported.
Mark Geragos, an attorney for the Dhaliwal brothers, did not
iramediately,return a call late Thursday by The Associated Press for
comment. He has repeatedly said they did not taunt the tiger.
Calls to Sousa and Michael Cardoza, an attorney for the Sousa
fainily, also weren't returned.
Toxicology results for Dhaliwal showed that his blood alcohol
leivel was 0.16 — twice the legal limit for driving, according to the
affidavit. His 24-year-old brother, Kulbir, and Sousa also had alcoWI in their blood but within the legal limit. Matthews wrote.
: All three also had marijuana in their systems, Matthews said.
Khilbir Dhaliwal told police that the three had smoked pot and each
had "a couple shots of vodka" before leaving San Jose for the zoo
oil Christmas Day, the affidavit said.
Police found a small amount of marijuana in Kulbir Dhaliwal's
2002 BMW, which the victims rode to the zoo, as well as a partially, filled bottle of vodka, according to court documents.
Investigators also recovered messages and images from the cell
pbones, but apparently nothing incriminating in connection with the
tiger attack, the Chronicle reported.
Zoo spokesman Sam Singer said he had not seen the documents
but believed the victims did taunt the animal, even though they
claim they hadn't.
. -Those brothers painted a completely different picture to the nubile and the press," Singer said. "Now it's starting to come out that
what they said is not true."
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Iraqi security forces see increase
WASHINGTON IAPi - A senior military commander told a House panel on
Thursday that Iraq's secunty forces are on
track to add another 80,000 personnel by the
end of the year, putting them well within
reach of their goal of more than 640.0011. He
said the forces are still a long way from
becoming self-sufficient.
Lt. Gen. James DUhlk, head of the MultiNational Security Transition Comniand. said
the Iraqi defense minister has +fleshed to
him that the country probably won't assume
responsibility for internal security until as
late as 2012. Also. it would be unable to
defend its borders until at least 2018.
There are "positive signs. indeed, and
steps forwardt hut the truth is that they simply cannot fix, supply. anti or fuel themselves completely enough at this point,"
Dubik told the House Armed Services
Committee.
At a a news conference Thursday. Army
Lt. Gen, Ray Otherno. the No. 2 commander in Iraq. said, in terms of them being able
to fight. they've really increased their capacity to do that."
"What has not yet caught up with that is
equipping" the Iraqis. Odierno told
Pentagon reporters by video conference
from Iraq He said Iraqi forces also need
U.S. help with logistics.

In private discussions, Dubik said, the rity forces has long been considered the
Iraq defense minister — Abdul-Qader al- linchpin in the Bush administration's exit
Obeidi — continually raises the point that strategy in Iraq. But the public and members
the Iraqis need to buy more air and fire sup- of Congress, including many Republicans.
port. helicopters and logistics equipment. have said they want to know there's light at
These purchases will likely take several the end of the tunnel.
years, and training Iraqi soldiers and other
"I think most Americans would like to
personnel on the new equipment will take have on their refrigerator a chart they can
more MUG after that, he said.
follow that speaks to when we can get out."
In advance of an industry summit in said Rep. Roscoe Bartlett, R-Md.
Dubai next month, al-Obeidi has released a
Dubik responded:"When I talk to my dad
shopping list of necessary items. The list about these kinds of things, my advice to
includes ground vehicles, helicopters, tanks, him is put no number on the refrigerator."
artillery and armored personnel earners.
"Does that mean we'll be there forever?"
Last year. the U.S. spent about $5.5 bil- asked Bartlett. He later noted the U.S. longlion to train and equip Iraqi secunty forces. term presence in South Korea. "I don't think
while the Iraqis designated $7.5 billion. people have any stomach for that."
Mark Kimmitt, the deputy assistant secreDubik said the U.S. has already begun to
tary of defense for the Middle East, said he reduce the number of bngades and will conexpects the Iraqis will devote $9 billion this tinue to do so as the Iraqis assume more conyear to the effort and the U.S. will contribute trol. But the goal must be not to lose ground,
$3 billion.
"so that the successes that we fought for, we
Rep. Ike Skelton. the Democratic chair- can retain and leave in such a way that the
man of the panel, said he is worried that job is complete," he said.
while Iraqi forces get up to speed. U.S.
At the Pentagon, Defense Secretary
troops will become worn out.
Robert Gates said Thursday that "all avail"Secunty in Iraq has improved over the able evidence" shows U.S. plans to withpast year, due to the heroic efforts of our draw five combat brigades through next
troops. ... But the question now is how do summer remain on track — which would
we sustain it?" Skelton asked.
bring the overall troop level to about
The training and equipping of Iraqi seen- 130010.

Shiite leader says govt. delays national unity
BAGHDAD tAlit --- A powerful Shiite politician accused
the Iraqi government and legislators of allowing "personal
whims" to delay national unity.
addressing thousands of worshippers who rallied today to
conmwmorate the death of one
of the most revered saints.
The criticism in Baghdad by
Abdul-Apt al-Hakim. the head
of parliament's largest Shute
political bloc, was among the
strongest to date and Calite on
the eve of the culmination of
Ashoura. the most important
holiday on the Shute calendar.
More than a week of Ashoura
observances are scheduled to
climax tonight through midday
Saturday Act's'ties surrounding
the commemorations have been
marred by violence. With a suicide bintither striking worshippers on Thursday. killing at least
II and wounded 15 at a mosque
in violent Diyala province
AP
northeast of Baghdad
With security light. pilgrims Women and children attend a rally in central giaghdad. Iraq, today.
poured into the Shiite holy city
of Karbala. how it. the tomb of past six months. Critics have suggesting a growing impa- ming support for the insurgency.
"We are keen to form a
Imam Hussein, the Prophet ass LIWd Prime Minister Noun tience.
Speaking behind bulletproof national unity government
Muhammad's grandson who al-Mahia's Shiite-led governwas killed during a seventh col- ment of tailing to take advantage glass, he called on the govern- despite the fact that election
curl, battle in the area. He also is of the nationwide decline in vio, ment and parliament to "make results allowed us to form a govthe most beloved of Shiite lence to embrace minority the issues of everyday life of the ernment that does not carry the
Sunnis and make progress on the people a top priority and not to characteristics of a national
saints.
-political front.
be completely preoccupied with unity." al-Hakim said. "What is
People lined up to ly '
Al-Hakim often has suggest- the political struggle at the regrettable is that the national
searched at the entrance of the
twin shrines of Hussein and his ed he is displeased with the per- expense of the daily concerns of reconciliation process has been
subjected to personal whims."
brother Abbas. "Tents providing formance of the nearly 19- the citizens."
He urged them to pass stalled
He also criticized governtea, milk, food and first aid tilled. month-old al-Malik, government, of which the politician's legislation on provincial elec- ment institutions of accepting
the streets outside
A series of bombings in Supreme Islamic Iraqi Council. tions and the distribution of "corruption and bribes" and
recent weeks have raised con- or SW', is a major partner. But Iraq's oil wealth, which are seen called for mechanisms that
cerns about the sustainability of his speech on Friday vc as among as vital to bnnging Sunnis into would "prevent the blackmail of
secunty gains made over the the strongest criticism to date. the political process and stem- the people."
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Official says CIA
believes Pakistani
tribal leader behind
Bhutto assassination
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
CIA believes a Pakistani tribal
leader's network was behind the
assassination of former Pakistan
Prime Minister Bellazir Bhutto,
according to U.S. intelligence
officials.
Baitullah Mehsud is an
extremist with strong ties to alQaida and is based in the federally administered, lawless tribal
area of Pakistan, along the
Afghan border. He has been
blamed for an organized campaign of assassinations of
Pakistani officials and suicide
bombings in the country.
The CIA arrived at the conclusion that Mehsud was behind
the Dec. 27 killing of Bhutto
shortly after it occurred, according to an intelligence official
who spoke on condition of
anonymity because of the sensitivity of the matter.
The Washington Posts first
reported the CIA's take on
Friday, in an interview conducted with CIA director Michael

Hayden. "This
was done by
that network
around
Baitullah
Mehsud. We
have no reason
question
to
that," Hayden
told the Post.
Bhulle
The government of Pakastani President
Pervez Musharraf has blamed
Bhutto's death on Mehsud, but
some of her political party and
family members have questioned those assertions. There
have been complaints that the
government failed to provide
her enough security and vague
allegations that elements within
the government might have been
involved in the assassination.
Bhutto was a secular politician popular in the U.S. and
other Western countries for her
opposition to hard-line Islam.
Mehsud has denied involvement
in her death.
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Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City"
Schools and Calloway County Schools have been released by 1
Bridget Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respec,
lively, for the week of Jan 22-25. Schools will not be in session Monday in observance of Martin Luther King Jr. Day:
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows'
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Tuesday - Poptart, milk, Wednesday - cereal, graham crackers, milk; Thurs.,
day - apple, peanut butter; Friday - scooby snacks, milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - no school or day care,' Tuesday - ham
and cheese biscuit. Wednesday - breakfast burrito: Thursday
- biscuit w/sausage gravy. Friday - muffin, yogurt. Lunch
(assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily)
Tuesday - chicken nuggets, roll, creamed potatoes w/gravy,
apple sauce; Wednesday - vegetable soup, grilled cheese,
mixed fruit, Thursday - Pepperoni pizza, while kernel corn,
garden salad wldressing, Friday - peanut butter and jelly
sandwich, potato wedges. apple wedges.
Elementaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Tuesday - pancake and sausage on a stick w/syrup: Wednesday - biscuit
w/sausage gravy; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday - yogurt,
toast Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads, milk
served daily) - Tuesday - pizza, fish sandwich, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich. Wednesday - chicken nuggets. roll, pimento cheese, yogurt and animal crackers. Thursday - supper
nacho's, grilled chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, Friday - tenyaki chicken wince, hamburger, grilled cheese.
sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk.
served daily) Tuesday - breakfast pizza. Wednesday - sausage
biscuit. Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Friday - scrambled eggs. bacon. toast. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef
salad, fruits and milk served daily) Tuesday - chicken nuggetsg
roll. fish sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich. Domino't
pizza, Wednesday - vegetable soup. grilled cheese, corn dog.
submanne sandwich, Thursday - Chuckwagon w/gravy, roll;
cheeseburger. turkey and cheese sandwich, pizza: Friday •
oven fried chicken, roll, turkey club. ham and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Poptartil
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup:
Wednesday - breakfast pizza, Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy; Friday - breakfast taco Lunch (chef salads, fresh
fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served
daily) Tuesday - lasagna. Texas toast, hot ham and cheese
sandwich, Wednesday - chicken taco, bar-b-q ribette sandwich, Thursday • foot long chili dog. submanne sandwich;
Friday - chicken nuggets. roll, hamburger.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast lloast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Tuesday - egg and cheese on toast. Wednesday
- wattle sticks wsyrup. Thursday - biscuit and gravy. Friday
yogurt. graham crackers. Lunch (canned or fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily)
Tuesday
potato soup w/crackers, hot ham and cheese:
Wednesday - Italian Stromboli, pimento cheese sandwich, Thursday - chicken tenders. chef salad w/crackers, Friday - chili,
chips, cheese, fish sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice and milk available
daily) Tuesday - egg and cheese on toast; Wednesday waffle sticks w/syrup, Thursday - gravy and biscuit, Friday
- yogurt Wgraham crackers. Lunch (cooked and fresh veg.
etables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily)
Tuesday - potato soup w/crackers. hot ham and cheese.
Wednesday - Italian Stromboli, pimento cheese sandwich:
Thursday - chicken lenders, chef salad w/crackers. Friday •,
chili. chips. cheese
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available.
daily) Tuesday - biscuit and gravy. Wednesday - blueberry
muffin. Thursday
sausage biscuit. Friday - waffle sticks;
Lunch hamburger. cheeseburger. pizza, cooked and fresh
vegetables canned and fresh fruit and lowfat milk available'
daily) Tuesday - crispito wicheese sauce, chef salad &dressing and crackers, Wednesday - B80 chicken sandwich, tuna
salad plate, Thursday • chicken and dumplings, chef salad
or/dressing. crackers; Friday - fish and mac combo. Hanimy
Sammy
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MAYFIELD 52, MIRRAI 51

Terrific transfer
SKYHAWKS'
HUDSON IS
SECOND-LEADING
SCORER IN NATION
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By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Tennessee Martin head coach Brett
Campbell knew what he was getting very
early on when he got Southwest
Community College (Memphis) transfer
Lester Hudson.
How
early
Next Game
you ask?
Murray State at
In the team's
Tennessee Martin
media
guide, When: Saturday,6 p m
Campbell
is Records: MSU 9-7 (2-2),
EIU 1-11 (0-4)
quoted as say- Series:
MSU leads 31-2
ing,
"Lester Last Meeting: The Racers
could be one of won 74-52 last Feb ,n
the most com- Marun
Radio: Froggy 103 7 FM
plete players to
wear a UT Martin jersey."
Hudson is well on his way.
The 6-foot-2, 195-pound guard out of
Memphis is the nation's No. 2 scorer with
29.3 points per game and is just 0.8 points
behind national scoring leader Charron
Fisher of Niagara.
This past week, Hudson won his third
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Week honor, sharing the award with
Murray State's Bruce Carter, setting up a
showdown Saturday when the two tangle
at 6 p.m. inside the Skyhawk Arena.
Hudson is averaging 29.3 points per
game for UT Martin and is good for 7.7
rebounds, 3.7 assists and 2.7 steals per
game.
He scored 27 points against Tennessee
State, 29 against Eastern Illinois and 32
against Morehead State, his eighth 30plus point game of the season).
Those numbers alone have Campbell
impressed that Hudson has been able to
make the impact he's made at the next
level so quickly.
"We knew that he was going to be a
very talented player and make our team

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Haley Armstrong collides with Mayfield's Jaclyn McCuiston
at midcourt in the first half Thursday night at Murray High
School.

Lady Tigers
can't catch up
with Mayfield
LADY CARDINALS HOLD OFF
MURRAY IN FINAL SECONDS

better," Campbell said via cell phone on
his way to Austin Pe-ay Thursday morning. "It has been a pleasant surprise, as

much as he's done for this team, in so
many different areas. But we knew he
was going to be a good player."
Recently, Martin suffered a 81-79 lastsecond. loss at home to Morehead State
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
-last Saturday, snapping what was a three- Murray State
will face a tough challenge in UT-Martin's Lester Hudson. The junior colgame winning streak after losing its last
lege transfer is the second-leading scorer in the nation, averaging 29.3 points per game
five.
for the Skyhawks. He also grabs 7.7 rebounds and dishes out 3.7 assists.
Im See MARTIN,28
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Getting Back To Business
RACER WOMEN ONLY ENJOY BREAK MOMENTARILY
season 0-5 in OVC play? Or the
By MICHAEL DANN
one that beat OVC leader
Sports Editor
All good things must come to Eastern Illinois?
an end.
"Honestly, Martin is a very
Even if it is a 10-game losing dangerous team," said assistant
streak.
coach Rob Cross (who filled in
That may not be considered a for Jody Adams). "They are
good thing, unless you're the basically the same team that we
of played last year in the OVC
University
Tennessee Tournament semifinals, and I
Martin women's can promise you one thing, their
basketball team players remember that."
After knocking off the
and the great
thing
about Valley's top team, Martin turned
the right back around and reverted
snapping
skid was how to its losing ways, falling 70-56
crass
they did it and to Morehead State Saturday.
Junior Phyllisha Mitchell
who they did it against.
The Skyhawks (4-13, 1-6) recorded 16.3 points and 6.3
knocked off Ohio Valley rebounds per game last week.
Conference leader Eastern Mitchell went 32-of-35 from the
Illinois last Thursday 66-64 and free throw line over the team's
did so by knocking down 31-of- last three games (which included a 58-52 loss to Tennessee
32 free throw attempts.
So what kind of Skyhawk State).
As a team, UT Martin was
ballclub can the Racer women's
team expect to see Saturday in a 53-of-6l from the charity stripe
4 p.m. tip off at Skyhawk over three contests, including a
Arena? The one that opened the stretch of 22 consecutive marks.

liable
*lay
yes?,

TIGERS 47, LAKERS 43

"You go inside, Phyllisha
Ashley Hayes averaged 16.5
Mitchell and Crystal Fuller are points and 4.5 rebounds last
beasts inside on the boards; both week, while senior Shaleea
average over nine rebounds a Petty has 10.0 points and teamgame, and they're going to draw highs with 8.5 boards, 5.5 assists OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
fouls. That's how they beat and 2.5 steals per contess.
Eastern Illinois," Cross added.
"In the last two games, we
"They went to the free-throw played extremely well," Cross
line 32 times and hit 31 of them. said."We played aggressively in
Hopefully, we don't see that the beginning of the game, and
free-throw-shooting
team! that's something that had been a
Hopefully, we do a good job of problem in the previous couple
keeping them off the line. They of games, at Eastern Illinois and
are a very aggressive team, and at home against Tennessee State.
we'll have to match that aggres"We got off to good starts,
sion."
and the big key to that has been
Last week was a good week Shaleea and Alaina Lee's energy
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) to be a Racer.
to start the game, both offen- Bruce Price had 33 points,
Ma's
The women's team snapped a sively and defensively. They
Gerald Robinson Jr. scored 18
nine-game losing streak at have been aggressive, looking and
STINININIS
Tennessee State beat
SEMO, winning 71-68 and beat for their shots, and when they do
OVC(Ching)
Southeast Missouri State 87-75 School
Austin Peay (81-59) Thursday that, we're tough to guard, on Thursday
Austin
Peay
8-1 (12-7)
night.
night.
because both are capable of
Jerrell Houston added 12 SE Missouri State 6-3 (11-6)
Amber Guffey posted a scoring."
5-3
points for the Tigers (7-10, 4-4 Murray State
game-high 25 points on 9-of-12
After wrapping up a win Ohio Valley Conference),
who Eastern Kentucky 5-4
shooting from the field against against Austin Peay. the Racers led
Morehead State
5-4
by just a point at the half.
Austin Peay and a team-best 19 concluded a stretch of eight
5-4 (8-11)
The Redhawks (11-8, 6-3 Tennessee Tech
points, going 5-of-9 from behind games in nearly 16 days. A
OVC) were led by Kenard Tennessee State 4-4 (7-10)
the arc against SEMO.
Moore's 16 points. Marcus Tennessee Martin 4-5 (8-11)
gi See CROSS, 2B
4-5 (7-10)
Rhodes and Jaycen Herring Samford
scored 11 points apiece for Jacksonville State 2-7 (4-13)
1-9 (2-16)
Southeast Missouri State, which Eastern Illinois
shot just 7-for-23 from 3-point
Tuesday, Jon IS
Murray State PO Indiana-South Bend e2
range.
Thursday. Jon. 17
Morehead Stale 62 Samford 46
MOREHEAD STATE 62
Easton Kerilucky 71. Jacksonville Mew 55
SAMFORD 46
Tennessee Tech 74. balm Meow 57
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —LSusan Posy UT Male 71
tenneeme Melo W.Satillesea Mesourl St 75
Kenneth Faried scored 15 point.
lhamaig Jaw Is
1 pm
and grabbed 12 rebounds as rennaesse Tech vs SE liamOUII St
1.43rehseel warm VILJIMSoleamilleS1 315pm
Morehead State beat Samford Tennessee SMIs leasm Woe 4 30 p m
point lead. With under 10 seconds to go, the four points. Austin Lilly tacked on three 62-46 Thursday night.
117 Merin vs Murray
6pm
Eastern Kenlucky as Smoked
6 pm
Lakers turned the hall over before Pepper points.
Samford drew to within 32
sealed the win with two free throws, claimCaldwell shot I8-of-46 from the field, 31 on a Travis Peterson basket
E. KENTUCKY 71
ing the 47-43 victory.
while the Lakers were 20-of-41. The Lakers with 14:20 remaining, but the
JACKSONVILLE ST.55
The Lakers (10-7) were led by George finished 1-of-7 from 3-point range and were Eagles(7-9, 5-4) went on a 13-3
RICHMOND. Ky. (AP) —
Garner's 12 points. Tyrrell Willis scored the 2-of-7 from the line with 30 rebounds and run to take a 45-34 lead with Adam Leonard scored 19 points
only double-double for Calloway County 17 turnovers.
to lead Eastern Kentucky to a
10:39 left.
with 10 points and 15 rebounds. Justin Hill
Joe Ross Merritt topped 71-55 win over Jacksonville
The Tigers finished 5-of-13 from behind
added 10 points, a career high, while Jordan the arc and were 6-of 13 from the line, while Samford with 12 while Trey State on Thursday night.
Montgomery had 10.
Bumpus and Chris Dobbins finished with collecting 28 boards and just 10 miscues.
See OVC,28

SEMO stumbles in
Music City tilt

HOMESTANDING SQUADS
EARN SWEEP IN OVC ACTION

Pepper shakes up Lakers in win
CALLOWAY COUNTY LOSSES LEAD ON BACK-TO-BACK 3's BY TIGER SENIOR

rTY
sticks,
fresh
aNable
/dresstuna
salad
&rimy

Staff Report
PRINCETON, Ky. — The Lakers led
throughout the game Thursday night at
Caldwell County until the Tigers' Jake
Pepper nailed back-to-back 3-pointers inside
the last three minutes, the second one giving
Caldwell County a 44-43 lead with :38 to
go
After a Calloway miss. Pepper Was
fouled and made one free throw for a two-

By MICHAEL DANN
and despite the fact that head
coach Rechelle Turner might
Sports Editor
With the All A Classic loom- not have a physical or talented
n the past,
ing on the horizon. the winds of team as she's had an
one thing is for sure, her club
confidence are blowing across
the First Region with a lot of
will have to come and play
teams trying to capture that spe- because in the All A there is no
cial ingredient in a bottle to hold consolation bracket.
onto next week at Graves
"Our kids on the floor have
County High School.
to exert the energy and the effort
Mayfield might have a little and it just wasn't there tonight,"
bit of it after holding off and Turner said. "We're not good
beating Murray High 52-51 enough to play sparingly. I felt
Thursday night in prep girls like we got out-hustled and outaction.
played.
Murray, try as they could,
"When you're basketball
fought to within one-point, team is like our basketball team
seven times in the second half, is, you're can't afford to take
but could never capture the any minutes off in a basketball
Lady Cardinals, despite trailing game. We can't afford to miss
by three with 14 seconds to play lay-ups, we can't afford to miss
and had two shots at the basket free throws. We're just not to
to at least tie the game.
the point where we are good
The Lady Tigers will enter enough to overcome those type
All A play Tuesday against of things."
Hickman County at 4:30 p.m.
IN See MHS, 2B
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New OVC additions can be hoops only

SPONSORED By STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

CONSTITUTION CHANGE COMES AT BOARD OF PRESIDENTS MEETING
BRENTW(.301.10. Tenn. - A
constitutional change and a basketball enhancement matching
grunt were among the actions
taken and passed by the Ohio
Valley e'onference Board of
Presidents, who
met in
Nashville on Wednesday. Jan.
16.
By unanimous vote the presidents amended Article 4.3.1 of
the OV('Constitution in regards
to men's sports sponsorship. The
previous Constitution stated "...
the -institution shall sponsor
NCAA basketball and football."
The now Amended article no
longer requires that new conference members have to sponsor
football in order to be considered for membership. In conjunction with that change, the
minimum number of other

men's sports a school must compete in was raised from four to
five.
"This has been an issue
talked about on-and-off for the
past four years," said Dr. Jon A.
Steinbrecher,
OVC
Commissioner. 'This decision
provides flexibility to examine a
host of perspective members,
including those who have previously approached us about
membership and who do not
have football. It gives us a
chance to match our ideas philosophically and programmatically with any interested institution
who would help make us a better conference."
-This decision in no way signals a de-emphasis in football in
the ('onference," Steinbrecher
continued."We have made posi-

tive strides in football the past
two seasons as demonstrated by
placing multiple teams in the
playoffs in back-to-back years.
Next year we will have nine
football playing member institutions and that number is ideal for
the Conference."
The presidents also unanimously approved a new
Basketball
Enhancement
Matching Fund to help OVC
men's and women's basketball
programs. The fund enables
member institutions to receive
up to 56,500 for both its men's
and women's basketball programs if the monies are
matched. That would provide up
to a total of $13,000 for each
program to be used on such
items as recruiting, home game
guarantees, television, special

Page 1B
The key to Martin (8-10, 4-4) getting
hack on track was getting back Gerald
Robinson.
The tefoot-9. 230-pound senior forward
out of Los Angeles, Calif., missed four
games during that five-game skid and for
Campbell getting his full allotment of players back has been pivotal.
"Gerald Was out for four games. two of
which were on our Death Valley trip and
then came back after Chnstmas and I think,
riot that his setts are unbelievable, but I do
think he helps us win basketball games with
his rebounding and scoring.
"I think we're starting to put most of the
pieces together. hut maybe still not figured
everything out I think just having our full
allotment 01 players has helped."
The game against Morehead for
Campbell was a direction in which the team
took a big step backward.
"We've been playing pretty good basketball It seems like we take two steps forward, hut then take one step back. That's
kind of what I felt like we did against
Morehead on Saturday."

As for the contest with the Racers,
Murray State is 31-2 overall against the
Skyhawks and are 14-2 at the Elam Center.
The only two losses came in 2001 and 1999.
Currently. MSU is riding a four-game
winning streak, the recent success matches
the best for the Racers under second-year
head coach Billy Kennedy who strung
together a four-game record last season.
Defense will be priority No. I in trying to
stop the nation's No. 2 scorer.
Luckily for the Racers they can back it
up.
Murray State is leading the OVC in
defense and they're also the top team in field
goal percentage (215-432 .498 percent) and
3-point percentage (47-113 .416). And,
while it's still early in the league race, but
even eight garnes into the schedule, it's
worth noting how rare it is to see a team lead
a conference in field goal percentage and 3point percentage on offense and defense at
the same time.
"We're going to have to do a good job
defensively." Kennedy said. -Their guards
can really score with the basketball. We're
going to have to get back in transition and

projects, etc. The one-time fund
request can be made in either the
2008-09 or 2009-10 school year.
-This is a meaningful step as
we look for ways to assist our
coaches in building and maintaining their basketball programs," Steinbrecher said. "I
applaud the presidents for designating funds for allocation in
this manner."
-The presidents' vote on both
issues was a unanimous 10-0 to
give us the opportunity to
expand the OVC if an institution
is deemed a good fit and to also
help us improve our men's and
women's basketball programs,"
said Dr. Kenneth W. Dobbins,
the Southeast Missouri State
University President who also
serves as the chair of the OVC
Board of Presidents.

do a good job on their three primary players
in Hudson, Robinson and (Marquis)
Weddle. Hudson is going to get off a lot of
shots, most of them are going to be perimeter shots. So we have to chase the ball
down."
Kennedy promises that you won't see a
lot zone defense out of his team, instead
playing man-to-man with Danero Thomas or
Kevin Thomas keyed in on Hudson.
Campbell maintains that he has not seen
much on Murray State, with the exception of
checking out box scores and looking at
game film where the opposition has played
the Racers.
This much the ninth-year head coach
knows. Murray State is deep.
"Murray State is very solid ball team.
Billy does a great job with them. They are
talented. They are probably the deepest of
any team in the league. Some people might
argue that SEMO is. but I think Billy's
group is deeper than anyone in the OVC. I
think on any given night, there are five to six
guys, if not more, that can hurt you."

•Cross
From Page 18
welcome change for
Cross and the players. But, the
tweak was only mild in terms of
the Racers getting back to busibreak was a

ness

-11w big thing right now is

getting back to business as usual
with practices." Cross said "We
practiced at 5:30 a.m.. t Monday)
got them up early, ready to go,
had a spirited practice. We're
starting to get ready to go into
the final stretch of conference

Annual
24th W
Kentucky

games. This nine-day layoff can
be a great thing, because we've
got a chance tu tinker with a few
things. change a few things, fix a
couple of problems, or because
we've been playing well, it could
he a had thing

OUTDOOR
&SHOW

110AT

FREE
Admission

January 18 - 20 2008
* Regional Special Events Center
Murray, KY
(Highway 121 By-pass,just across from Lowe's)

BOATS4 BOATS 4 BOATS
Tackle, ATV's, GPS, Tourism & More
Seminar Schedule

Show Hours

Friday, January 18

Friday
4:00 9:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m.• COO p.m.
Sunday
11:99 am.- 4:00 p.m.

* Kid's Area
* Fish Pond
•er Grab the Cash Cont
* Ladies Section
The Most Kernuoky Sold
Show•sponsored er pin

5.30 p.m ,F nesse Techniques for Bass
7:00 p m

Dave Stewart

Sidescan Sonar Technology
Saturday, Janus

_Patrick Hats
19

11:00 a m. Crappie Fishing

Jerry titaupin
-

12:30 pm

Sidescan Sonar Technology

Pao kk Nahs

200 p.m

The Biology Behind Fishery
Management DecIsions

Paul Inster

3:30 p m

Finesse Techniques for Bass

5:00 p m.
6:30 p m

Dave Stewart
Jack Drew
Patrick liahs

New Redear Fishing Techniques

_Sidescan Sonar Technology

Sunday. January 20
v
11 31) a.m

Crappie fishing

1:00 p m

new litedear Fitton, Technic:sues

Jack Dew

2:30 p.m.

Salmon Sonar Technology

Patrick Nahs

Jerry tailspin

_

westkyboatshow.com
270-492-6477

"Everybody in the league has
a long layoff at some point, and
if you're playing well, you'd like
to be able to continue playing
games. If you're struggling, you
thank the good Lord for that
break or (OVC commissioner)
Jon Steinbrecher! I think that
right now, we're just ready to get
going and play again."

•OVC
From Page 18
The Colonels (8-9. 5-4 Ohio
Valley Conference) connected
on nine 3-pointers, including
three by Leonard.
Mike Rose followed Leonard
with a double-double. sconng
17 points and 10 rebounds.
Nick
Murphy
led
Jacksonville with 21 points.
AUSTIN PEAY 86,
UT MARTIN 71
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. Six players scored in double figures to offset Lester Hudson's
32-point effort as Austin Peay
defeated Tennessee-Martin. 8671. Thursday night.
Austin Peay used its offensive balance to counter Hudson.
the OVC's leading scorer, and
freshman Marquis Weddle, who
finished
with 17 points.
However, no other Skyhawk
cracked double figures.
Wright led the Governors
with 18 points to go with five
assists and three steals.
TENNESSEE TECH 74,
EASTERN ILLINOIS 57
COOKEVILLE. Tenn. Tennessee Tech used a surge late
in the first half to grab the lead
and controlled the tempo and
boards in the second half on the
way to posting a 74-57 OVC
victory over Eastern Illinois
Thursday night.
Daniel Northern grabbed a
career-high
I.
rebounds,
blocked three shots and posted
his sixth double-double of the
year with 12 points to lead Tech
(8-11.5-4 OVC). Tech owned a
22-14 advantage on the glass
after halftime.
The Golden Eagles, who
swept the season's series from
E1U, will host Southeast
Missouri Saturday at I p.m. to
kick off a doubleheader. Eastern
Illinois fell to 2-16 overall and
1-9 in league play.
Anthony Fisher led Tech in
scoring with 19 points including
four
3-pointers.
Amadi
McKenzie added 18 points and
six rebounial and Frank Davis
scored II

JIMI••••
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
error

Thursdays Icons
By The Assiostalad Press
PREP 111AIIKILT3ALL
Boys Ilsaltalbell
Anderson Co, 54, Carroll Co 35
Apollo 74. Breckinridge Co. 54
Caldwel Co 47. Calloway Co 43
Christen Co 60. Hopictli Co. Central
30
Eton Co 103, West Carter 57
Foil Campbell 88, Trigg Co. 83
Jolt iisitin 75, MOICOI CO. 71
Knott Co. Central 62, Jenkins 48
Knox Central 90. Middlesboro 82
Lax Paul Dunbar 70. Lex Henry Clay
68
Lou Fern Creek BO Lou Christian
Academy 59
Lou Holy Cross 63. Lou Collegiate 48
Lou Valley 76, Lou Brown 53
Lou Waggoner 73 Whrtetield Academy
39
Lynn Camp 84. Monticello 80
Madison Central 84, Harrison Co 74
Mayfield 63, St Mary 45
Montgomery Co 73, Lea Christian 61
North Oldham 60. Oldham Co 58 20T
Paintsville 94, Magolfan Co 72
South Oldham 79. Eminence 36
Walton-Verona 66, Henry Co 61
West Jessamine 68, Burgin 36
Superman Classic. lit
Hookinsville 86 Massac County. III 37

Girls Basketball
Arklerson Co 61, West Jessamine 45
Ashland Blazer 52, Morgan Co 46
Boyd Co 44, West Carter 43
Butler Co 70. Lou Holy Cross 38
Campbell Co 89, Scott 55
Central Hardin 80, John Hardin 38
Corte 68. Wolfe Co 51
Highlands 62, ROD 54
Lax Lafayette 53, East Jessamine 32
Lou Collegiate 46. Beth Haven 35
Lou DuPont Manual 71, Lou Pleasure
Ridge Park 29
Lou Sacred Heart 61, Lou
Presentabon 46
Mayfield 52. Murray 51
Meade Co 56, Hancock Co 40
North Laurel 68, Somerset 66. OT
Notre Dame 76. Dixie Heights 52
Oldham Co 61. North Oldham 38
Paducah Tagriman 63. Hickman Co 43
South Laurel 65. Corbin 48
Sr Mary 36, Carlisle Co 34
Trigg Co 54. Fort Campbell 36

respc.
Men

ed Wrr
be mil

10th Region "A" Classic
Bracken Co 42. Nicholas Co 31
Deming 73. Silver Grove 23
13th Revlon "A" Classic
Sernalnal
Harlan 44 Barbourville 33
Middlesboro 78. Red Bird 24
15th Region "A" Classic
Shelby Valley 4-4. Phelps 36

Former MSU, MHS kicker
Andrus signs with Giants
By MSU Sports Information
Former Murray State AllAmerican placekicker Shane
Andrus
has
inked
a
reserve/futures deal with the
New York Giants. That means
nothing for this season, but
Andrus is now under contract
for next season.
Andrus put together a twoyear career at MSU that helped
the hometown hero earn firstteam all-OVC honors in 2001
and 2002, while garner first.
team All-America honors following the 2001 season. He finished his career by hitting 26-of36 field-goal attempts and convening 61-of-62 extra points.

Andrus cemented his legacy in
2002 when he connected on a
52-yard field goal as time
expired to give the Racers a 3735 victory over a Tony Romo
led Eastern Illinois for the OVC
Championship.
Andrus was signed as a free
agent by the Indianapolis Colts
in 2006 and was the leading candidate to be the team's kicker
prior to the signing of Adam
Vinatieri. Andrus spent the 2007
season kicking for the Hamburg
Sea Devils of NFL Europe. He
finished the season by going 15for-I 9 on field goals and 27-of29 on extra points. He also averaged 61.7 yards on 57 kickoffs.

•MHS
From Page 1B
The Lady Tigers (9-6), who
opened with a sluggish first quarter, rebounded quite nicely in the
second frame, outscoring the
Cardinals (7-9) 12-4 and got to
within one, 22-21 at halftime.
No lead was bigger than five
points for Mayfield in the second
half. The Lady Cardinals led 3328 at the 3:28 mark in the third
quarter, before Murray was able
to get to within two, 39-37 to
close out the third.
In the final eight minutes,
Murray High trimmed the lead to
one, four times, the last coming
with 17.8 seconds remaining
when Haley Armstrong stroked a
pair of free throws to trail 50-49.
but on the ensuing play.
Mayfield's Jaclyn McCuiston
drilled a pair of fire throws with
14.6 to go, giving the Lady
Cardinals a three-point lead that
held up until Shelby Crouch was
awarded a basket as time expired.
Leah Dieleman led the charge
with a game-high 17 points, while
Armstrong had II and Crouch
finished with 10 as all finished in
double figures.
Emily Benson added eight and
Stacey McClure, who returned to
the lineup after being cleared to
play from a shoulder injury.
chipped in with four points and
six rebounds. Sarah Crouch
tossed in a free throw for Murray
High School.
"We didn't come ready to
play," Turner added. "In the first
quarter, we looked sluggish, we
allowed Mayfield to do whatever
they wanted to do. Give them the
credit though, they were fired up
and ready to go.
"We fought back in the second
quarter. but then we came out
sluggish in the third quarter again
and then we decide we're going
to play and try to fight back in the
fourth quarter, but it's too little
too late by that point."
Kanatia Biggers tossed in a
team-high 15 points for Mayfield.
Murray High, who punishes
teams with as half-court trap. was
unable to do so against Mayfield,
thanks largely in pert to the veteran ball handling skills of Sarah
(lark. The Lady Cardinals had 14
turnovers in the contest, five of
which came in the second half,
six came in the second quarter
when Turner's press was most
effective
"It was tight all the way," said
Lady Cardinal coach Don
Hubbard on the game. -1 think
Rechelle has an excellent ballclub. but I think our kids played
hard. We did a pretty good job of
taking care of the hall. It was an

even ballgarne for the most part."
Hubbard and his Mayfield
ballclub are winners of four out of
their last six, which includes wins
over Hickman County and
Carlisle County. He says confidence is one thing his kids really
need heading into the small
schools tournament.
"We're not just a super-cocky
or confident bunch by any means.
The Class A is wide open. I think
there are six or seven teams that
have a legitimate shot at winning
it. It's just whoever can win three
games and survive the tournament. There's no standout team,
no standout player. just a lot of
good basketball."
maytiete
Murray

18 04
09 12

17 13 '-52
16 14-30

MarNW (7-9)- K Biggers 15,
McCusston 12. Clark 6 V Baggers 6.
Wiggins 6. Shoop 3, kacCtanahan 4
FO: 20-35 3-pt: 2-6 (Clark, Sfleppl FT:
5-8 Rebounds: 21 Fouls: 15
Murray (9-8) - Le Ottoman 17.
Armstrong 11. Sir Crouch 10. Benson B.
McClure 4, Sa Crouch 1, Winchester
FG: 17-44. 3-point Fa: 4-13(Benson 2,
Le DiOWNWOO, Armstrong), FT: 13-19.
Rebounds: 21. Fouls: 14.
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TODAY
BOXING
6 psis
ESPN2- Super middleweights, Tarots

Serene (n-0-1) vs Jam Luis Cruz
(34-3-2). at Key West Fla

GOLF
11:30 am.
TGC - European PGA Tow. Abu
Orals Champsonship, second round, at
Abu Dhabi. United Arab Emirate
(strieday lalt)
12:30 p.m.
TGC - LPGA. Waist Cup of Golf. fest
round. at Sun City. South sines (someday tape)
3 p.m.
TGC - PGA TOW. Bob Hops Classic.
tett round. it La Curtes, Cat

6:30 p.m.
TGC - Champlain Tow, lassisrCain
Championship, fast mod,at Kansa
Kona. Mama
MA BASKETBALL
ESPN - Portland it Mins
tal issa
ESPN - Golden 91ais at Chicago
1100Can
2 p.m.
ESPN2 - MS Drat, it Balsooro
Meld
p.m.
ESPN2- Australian Open finny
round. N Melbourne. Ausereta (sameday taps)

i0
ESPN2 - Australian Open. sorry
mund. at Issbourna. Austrian
3:31) am,
ESPS42 - Australian Open, early
mind, at Iistioume. Australia
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CLASSIFIEDS
INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of live ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for orgy one Incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

Lego Horn
Nonce
Perserols
Fleenor
Ironware Wanted
Lois And Found
Her Wooled
Portion Wanted
Domestic 6 Childcare
Ilusinees Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Pens
Want To Buy
rear For Sir
Appliances
Marna Furnishings
Mawr
Lawn A Garden

110
196
200
210

no
260
770
210
206
300
320
330
340
360
370
300
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Harry Equiparnt
Sports Equipmere
Farmed
Mural
War Home Lots Fre Sete
Noir Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Bolas Hame late For Rent
Susirtese Rearis
Apersiers For Ram
Rooms For Nerd
Horse For Rent
Stamp fleritels
Commerciel Peopirty
Pre a Supplies
ihraccit a Supple.
Public Sale
lona For Roof or lases

*V,CLASSIFIED AD RATES ......0.
4111

SIMiiiiiSliliii

010
020
025
030
MO
050
010
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
156
160
165
160

Uri Proporty
Lois For SM.
Lots Far Roo
Farms For So*
Acreep
Homes For Sale
Orderer:les A ATV'.
Auto arts
Sport tarty Vehicles
Urd Can
Vane
Used Truce.,
Campers
Boer a Motors
Services Other
Fir Cortonn
Tobacco & Su0p0•0

DEADLINES

Discount 2nd Run,
On Discount 3rd Run.

lIceSrf
Suet Sys
Tsai
kW*
Inlay

$8.25 Column lndt,60%

All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Sas*
•

•'
;

. • al

eV

•

:

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month
FRI

\l(( RI

(.'arid Isis,:

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Tomes, nor
Wry of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
Activities.

CADIZ Real Estate
classes begin
February 1st at Super
8 motel
(270)223-0789
delotseadams ft yahoo
eom
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated individual for retail sales.
560k+ potential income
possible. Great benefits. Sates expenence
required.
731-584-9429.
CNA/DATA Entry
Clerk, full-time. Send
resume & references
to: P.O. Box 1040-E
Murray, KY 42071
COOKS, kitchen staff,
servers.
Flexible
hours Apply in person
at Murray Country Club
kfter 2PM.

le r

...DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
tins website.
However, as a national
.ivebsite. to all listings
on the Obeetwort.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

DO you kiwi woddrig
with kids?
Wee Care Entorpriess
may be lust the place
for youi Full am and
part time positions
available
APPIY at.
WeeCare
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
270)753-5227
GET paid to wave
Liberty Tax Sr**
53-7650

HELP Wanted. Hinng
both days and nights.
Weekends a must.
Apply in person after
1:00 PM. Guano's,
1203 Chestnut Street.
LOCALLY owned service station looking for a
self motivated, energetic and service onented individual with
minor
mechanical
knowledge to fill a F/T
position in a fast pace
environment. Apply in
person at 516 S. 12th,
Murray. No phone
calls, please.

Prefer CNA or CMA, but will train. We are
looking for someone who enjoys working
with the elderly. Good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

• Pre-Employment Drug Screening
• Valid Drivers' License
• Obtaining a Certification
(Training Available)
• Crawl Under Houses

Youngblood's RV Center in
Mayfield Has 2 Career
Opportunities Available
Full time with Benefits
Service .Wriier - Responsibilities Include:

SERVALL
‘ofhz

ontlIo(

939 State Route 121 North
Murray, Kentucky

JACKSON PURCHASE ACA
BRANCH ASSISTANT
• Post High School Education AND
• Two years clerical and office experience
• Position located in Murray, Kentucky
• Salary commensurate with education and
experience

SICAP001111

Captain D's is now
hiring for Management
Personnel Excellent
benefits, competitive
wages. flexible
schedule Please call
1-800-285-1077
ext. 701

NURSE'S AIDE

Meeting and Greeting Service Customers.
Warranty Paperwork, Tech and Appointment
Scheduling. Requirements Include: Phone,
Computer. Communication, And Organizational
Skills. RV Knowledge Helpful.
BY Deluder - Responsibilities Include:
Exterior and Roof Cleanup. Paint touch up.
Waxing units, and Minor intenor and Exterior
Repair Work. Must have a valid Drivers License.
Requirements Include: Organizational, Skills
and Pride in Detail and Workmanship

Schedule an appt. by calling 270-247-8591
Position Opening for:

Applications will be taken from Wednesday.
January 16 through Thursday. January 24 at the
Murray ACA Branch Office located at 1401
North 12th Street or at the Employment
Services Offices at 319 S. 7th Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky. The Employment Services Office is
open Monday/Tuesday 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,

Wednesday/Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
and Friday 7:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. The ACA
Office is open Monday through Friday 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

060
Help Wanted
TAKING applications
or full and part time
childcare workers who
are motivated, hardworking and must be
dependable. CDA preferred,
experience
required. Must be
familiar with Stars for
Kids Now requ
ments. Cali
270-.753-9356.
TIRED of that small old
dull
routine?
Britthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for persons interesting in
becoming a SRNA
(state registered nurse
aide). Along with a
new pay scale, we
offer an excellent benefit package. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.

NEED full-time help.
Start immediately. No
experience necessary.
Will train. Hourly plus
EEOC-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
bonuses.
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E,
Fairdealing.
NEW PAY SCALE!!!
Britthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for the following positions: FullPit'a%t. rt•spond In;
time LPN. We also
Ruthilph reight 1.1‘tron.
offer an excellent benPI1. Hot 9
efit package. Must be
Ilurrm Is I •-I.' I
licensed in the State of
CLEANING houses. 20
Kentucky.
Apply in
years experience
person at Britthaven of
270-759-9553
Benton 2607 Main
HEALTH EDUCATOR
DO excellent lob of
Street Hwy 641 S
home, office cleaning.
Benton, KY 42025
Any time of day. Will
The Purchase District Health Department is
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
also watch children,
seeking applications for the position of
CALLS PLEASE.
pets, and housesit if
Health Educator. This position is based in
NOW taking applicayou go out of town. Call
Mayfield.
Kentucky
with
frequent
travel
tions for all positions
270-978-1899 or
District wide. Duties include providing
and ail shifts. Apply
270-753-8977.
in person at Sonk
direct health education services to individuHOME and
office
Drive-4n, 217 S. 12th
als and community groups, assisting other
cleaning. Top to botSt.. Murray, KY. No
agencies and schools in health education
tom. Experience and
phone cells.
excellent references.
program development, developing health
OTR drivers needed.
Call Jackie
education materials and methods, and
Competitive
wages
270-703-2975.
staff/community-based professional develand benefits. Home
HOME cleaning
opment in health education programming.
every 2 weeks. Must
services. 227-7129
have Class A COL with
Education/Experience: Bachelor's degree
SEEKING dependable
minimum 3 years OTR
c,anng person to watch
from a college or university. Must have one
experience.
Clean
7yr old, 3:30-6:30pm.
(I)year of health related or education expeMVR.(800)468-6087
M-F in my non-smokrience. Master's degree, bachelor's degree
SALES he wanted for
ing home, references
or professional license in health or human
local
insurance
required. 293-2157
agency. We provide a
services fields will substitute for (me
wide range of prodyear experience required.
Commisrs
ucts. One of Nation's
largest
companies.
This position offers an entry-level salary of
Insurance experience
MOM COMPUTERS
S12.15 an hour. Possible increase in hourly
helpful
but
not
Service/Sales
wage during the first year of employment.
required. Training will
Repairs/Upgrades
Excellent fringe package. Applications may
be provided if neces759.3556
be secured at any area Purchase District
sary. Send resume to:
Center.
Health
Pre-employment screening
P.O. Box 1040-R,
InILlo buy
Murray, KY 42071.
required. Resumes DO NOT substitute for [
SEEKING someone to
applications. Copies of transcripts MUST be
AN110UES. Call Larry
assist an individual
submitted with the applications to the
753-3633
with community activiPurchase District Health Department by the
ties Must be reliable,
end of business January 29. 2008.
Burma
energetic, motivated to
Junk cars. trucks and
go
places.
Send
EQUAL OPPORTUNTTY EMPLOYER
tractors 436-5235
resume to: S. Floyd;
425
Broadway;
CASH paid for
Paducah. KY 42001.
good, used guns.
Administrative Assistant /Receptionist
Benson Sporting
needed for large construction project
www nuarsyleasier.c
Goods, 519 S. 12th, _
oe, 0 OW 1011111Murray.
in Murray, KY. Candidates should pos-
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HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCCis. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
RENTING
OCEANVIEW
TIMESHARE
Tybrisa Resort,
1.11WI.tybnsa.corn

Tybee Island, GA
April 5-12, 12-19
Sleeps 6--2BR, fullkitchen, dining.
Scott Owens
270-559-1092
$950/week-OBO

SATELLITE

q.

d, •

Oak 111410 mu!-

sess a minimum of one year experience. Interested persons should send
resume to PO. Box 32185, Louisville,
KY 40232.

WASTE oil wanted.
Will pock up used motor
oiVhydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange Miller
D. Farms
270-436-2215

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

Call (270)437-4113
Mon. - Fri. •8AM - 4PM
Equal Housing Opportunity

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Musical

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283

HAMMOND console
organ
model
M3.
Needs pedal work
$100. 270-350-0265

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
"'OWNER
FINANCING"'
16x80 3BR, 2 Bath, on
3.5 acres, Pans.
$3,950 down, $545
month 761-7355
"OWNER
FINANCE"
No credit check! 2003
3BR 28A doublewide
in Puryear. Large deck,
$3,500 down, $495
monthly. Call Ruthie
270-753-2222.

1 Bedroom Apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
no
W/D,
pets.
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1&2 BR apts, 1-year
*—OWNER
lease: 1BR $350.00,
FlNANCE*—
28R $475.00. Call
No Credit Chec.k! 38R Hamlet North Apes.
2 bath doublewide in
753-7559
Putyear. Only 4 years iBR duplex, C/H/A. all
Large
old.
deck. appliances
furnished
$3,500 down, $495 including
w/d, no pets
month. Call Ruthie
$350 month. 402-A N.
(270)753-2222
8th 436-2731
***OWNER
1BR, all appliances.
FINANCE***
University Heights, no
No Credit Check! pets.
year
lease,
Gompletely
redone. $326/mo + deposit.
2BR 18A singlewide, 753-4937
water view, easy boat 1BR, low utilities,
ramp access. Nice
no pets. 1250/mo.
covered deck. 213 753-3949
Primrose,
New
IBA, various locations,
Concord.
$2,900
$275-$300 Coleman
down. $450 month.
RE 753-9898
Call 753-2792
2BR 2BA, garage, all
**OWNER
appliances. $650.
Financing**
436-5685
2005 24x56, 38R,
2BR apartments avail2BA, $4,950 down
able. Great location. 1
$649.00 month, Hazel
year lease, I month
(270)753-1011
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
12X56 2Bed, 1-1/2
bath with tip out,
2BR duplex, nice.
$1,200, must be
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locamoved.(731)6443164, ask for Mike or
tions. Coleman RE
Kathy after 6:00
753-9898
2006 16x68 Northern 2BR, $285, C/H/A,
built Fleetwood manu- near MSU. Move in
factured home. Shingle tree days. 753-9898
& vinyl with 10ft. front 3.54BR. 28A available
porch arid brick Nailite now. appliances
skirting. 2BR, 1BA. Coleman RE 753-9898
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
1• *
$308 monthly.
1
1-800-455-3001

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Gol
Unbelievable Deals,
Only 4 left, Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429

160
Num Funding,

itallusse For Asa

GREAT deal on a sectional couch with a sofa
bed and 2 recliners.
Like new from Rhodes
Furniture. Paid $3,000.
$975. 436-5921.

Criminal history check required.

FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

(270) 753-1713

H11111811913.

Now Taking Applications
for 1,2 & 3BR apts
NO CREDIT CHECK

Firewood

MOBILE home and lot,
East of Murray
Call: 270-293-7553 or
615-449-5904

Bassett Sofa and
Loveseat, burgundy,
navy blue, dark green
& gold stripes $550; 2
burgundy recliners, 1
year old, $120 ea. Call
227-0996 or 293-2179
if no answer leave

64 Hilldale Ln. #30I, Hardin, KY

99 Ford Sterling Semi.
Major rebuild 200,000
miles ago. New clutch,
new injectors, 80%
rubber, new AC system, new shocks on
rear. Al shape.
753-6988

System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call '97 16x80. Includes
Beasley Antenna &
12x20 deck, 200 amp
Satellite for more info. service, like new appli759-0901 or toll free: ances. 753-3532 or
877-455-0901
293-8140

111111

S.

Hilldale Apartments

ElIMPfm0

Servall Termite & Pest Control
is currently accepting applications for a termite technician and
an annual termite inspector.
Requirements include:

Apply in person at:
BINGO

060
Help Wankel

1
1
1
1

1

3BR 2BA 14x70 with
tip out. $400 monthly.
703-4788

No pets

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Prup.ity &
Propaty Managanent
Services available
Call 761-7355
woodeartierstoaerealty.com
DUPLEX 28R, 213A, 1 year old, 2209 Barnbi
Lane, no pets
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653
FACULTY-STAFF
Apartments
University view,
appliances. yard
mowed, nice.
$500/mo. 753-8096
FOR rent: 2BR
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood. $400/mo.
761-7355

Be A

*

[10121:3
*
*subscribe to the
*

* LEDGERR&TIMES *i

AU Other Mail
Sabscripdeas
3.e.----VMS
1110....1
1 yr—SLAMI 1 yr.
Rest ot KY/TN
SPerrer & Becresel

Cheek

Money Order

Visa

hVC

Name
I St. Address
I
City
I State

Zip

I Daytime
,
Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:

38R, 2 bath 5 miles
north
Murray.
of
(270)752-0461
NICE 28R
753-9866

48R townhome 2.58A.
C/H/A.
refrigerator.
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1,400
sq.ft.
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$840
month. 50°4 off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458

Home Delivery
Local Mail
(Calioofy)
1 3asa. —$2&/0
3 me.
$13SO
1 6e.
base. —......-11611416
1 yr.
I yr.--UNA

2003 3BR 2 bath
mobile home for sale
or rent. 270-227-9140,
731-642-6181
2BR $225 753-8012

3BR townhome 2.5BA
refrigerator
C/H/A,
washer, dryer, dish
washer, oven, stove.
1,400
sq.ft
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$660
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458

1
1

Murray Lodger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,ICY 49071
Or call (270) 753-191/1

s
s

s
1
1
a

GRAND FINALE SALE!
"It's So Rear
(There., Fri., Sot. 10 to 4)
Soge4gg7 12 to 4

Judy Bishop

5.12-441111

See arse April lit in Angelique's (Hazel)
wrth a new look
Debbie

AI I 1,It

,

470

OPEN HOUSE
2 car garage with gas
heat Good for car
detailing or body shop
$500 monthly
703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime loca
bon 753-2905.
293-1480
OFFICE space available for rent or lease
901
at
Located
Sycamore St Approx
1.600 sq ft Has parking lot Gas water &
electric paid
UNIVERSITY Heights
753-5500 After hours
Apts is now accepting
293-2098
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments M-W-TH,
mom"
8-2 30 1734 Campbell
AKC Scottish Terrier
St 759-2282 Hearing
puppies, paper
Impaired only 1-800Equal
trained (270)236-2210
648-6056
(270)236-2751
Housing Opportunity

NICE 28R duplex No
pets 227-3054 or
753-7457
NOW LEASING
1.28 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

2. 3 & 41313 houses
deposit
&
Lease
Led 753-4109

3/2 brick randi on

BORDER Collie
753-5401
BOSTON Terrier/Rat
$50
mix.
Terrier
(270)227-4872
CHIHUAHUA pups
Shorthair male $150
Longhair female $250
small
pup
Yorkie
female $500
748-5575

Melrose City utilities
and schools All electric 2 car garage
Large fenced yard
New central HVAC
system, annual lease

Ray 270-767-0615
38A IBA 306 S 15th
$490/mo negotiable
No pets 759-4826
3BR 2BA. all appliances. CAVA in Hazel,
references.
$525.
deposit, no pets
270-753-1059

DOG Obedience
436-2858
GREAT Pyrenees puppies Snow white, AKC
Ready now. 753-5371
PEG 2-yr old male
Australian Shepherd,
Black/Tan war/tate-collar, stock build
10x13x6' dog pen
(270)873-2106
(812)384-7030

413E1 2BA. $675 per
Month plus deposit
Cal 752-0456
48A, Cf1VA. bordering
carepus, newly remod-

& &mess
Timothy,
HAY
Orchard. and Clove
Mix. Square bales $6

eled 4315-5085
761-6040
LARGE 3-4 bedroom
studio apt On campus
above Bradley Book
Company Available
January 13th. $550/mo

no pets (270)293-4602
MOM

each. 270-293-8430
Aq0,1EISIONAL
Horse Shoeing.
Contact for scheduling
270-906-6922.
270-978-5280

SPORTS
CARDS

AA F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
766/1

641S to Midway,
right on 1828W
Sat.•8AM-2PM
Sun • IPM-5PM

GiSC
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Sale on el aulogaphea

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell 1270) 293-4183
9am -4pm M-F

sports cards sports

cards wreelVq Imes
141.1Lif lOys Aast cird
pails 1st 25 palm

pad al cents

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St RI 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

i&I,RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
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270-436-5496
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MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
ones avertable
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[111L-7-r NEON
MINI-STORA

436-51 4 1 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
'Link & tree work

Race ready, Bling Star,
UM. Tag handlebars,
carbon fiber hood.
Hardly ridden $5.400

Register for attendance prize.
Mark Fredrick RE/MAX R.E.A

227-7256, 436-6133

(270)978-1880

Ws Pets

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Let us build your new home!

Call 753-5606

2.254) sq.11. lurking, 3BR. 2.513A.
2 living nxim.s. S175010.00 On your lot.
SI99,000All on our hit in Ri%crficid Estates
('all Matt Jennings - 270-293-7872

'91 Chevy crew cab
P/u I-ht front, for parts
only. 350 TBI auto Can
Install
'95 Caravan 30 motor
& rebuilt trans Can
install 293-2557

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully visored.
437-3044

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up Junk.
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

1111aUlliy Welds
[
WANT to know the
value of your home
farm, Of commercial
property on today's
market'
Need help with that
purchasing Of selling
decision? Give us a
call' Professional reliable service
Darnell Appraisal &
Consulting Matt
Jennings
ownenappraiser
270-753-9999

3813 2BA brick Newly
stove,
decorated
Large
refrigerator
fenced in backyard &
storage Large trees
ott
9th,
S
822
Glendale

2005 Chevy Equinox
miles.
AWD. 75K
$9,900.
2001 Chevy 271 4
door, 139K. $9,300
2001 Explorer Sport.
97K. $5.100
loins
farm
2005 Taurus. 153K
Also,
road miles, $3,950.
Cherokee Hills Farm
270-705-5973
C&K
121S, New Concord
anytime
10mi from KY Lake
www ckmotorsky.corn
Lots of deer, turkey,
good building spots
Toyota
2005
J D Williams
33.000
Highlander
753-8406. 753-4443
miles, 1 -owner, sunroof. 5-disc CD-player.
BRICK 38R/28A new
interior.
leather
Lane Property
furnace water heater.
condition
sewer line, ceramic, Excellent
cabinets, 753-7078
windows,
LOG CABIN PKG & 1
refrigerator,
paint,
Grand
2000 Jeep
ACRE LAKE
1102 Poplar
stove
Loaded
Cherokee
ACCESS WITH FREE
Call for
$135,000
condition
excellent
BOAT SUPS ONLY
appointment Lynn
one owner, $6.800
S8e,900. New 2128 sl
227-9227 or Chuck
Cali 270-753-5472 or
log cabin Beautiful KY
293-0224.
270-293-3327
Lake Excellent
financing Cali
CL05§rTo tiii 1989 Suburban 4
fresh
now 815-815-5550
hardwood floors,
wheel drive. 3rd row
paint and ready to
seat. Great truck. 110k.
2BA
4BR
move into.
$4.000 080
$79 900 Call Campbell
978-3067
Realty 759-8780
326 acres Ports. TN
COLDWATER 238R.
area 200 row crop brick owner financing
land Remainder in
possibie 800-98695 Ford Crown Vic LX,
creek
with
woods
2789 Eat 2051
91.500 mu, clean, runs
Excellent
frontage
-TrAGE 2BR, gas
-0
C
Call
good, $2,500
building sites (1 9 fireplace, good well
719
270-767-1
miles black top rd
270-436-5011
frontage) will divide
I I \I I 1)1 I I
WM hula
$2.500 an acre
Ill 8 I RI III!'
1.877.275.0543
2006 Nissan Titan
Crew cab, running
Ages.
boards, bed cover.
""is ifi:011,i'l`f"C
25.000 miles
crts •..1% Cr,1,41111
(270)293-4944
42-01-e1-1111\II
307 acres in the
Northwest part of
Calloway Co
Approximately 1 mile
from the new Hwy 80
Great for horses, cattle Of farming
Owner will possibly
divide Offered at
$3,900 per acre Call

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with

Shannon Imes to see

double garage. waterfront lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp
$27500000 Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

the plat
270-761-5700/800-

2.500

972-1394 CATELEIKE Realty Services
FARM for lease 83
farm acres available
for cash lease Located
4-5 miles southeast of
at
limits
city
and
Shoemaker
Harmon Rd 2 tobacco
barns Bids accepted

through January 31
Farm Uwe, P0 Box
727. Mapldneville. KY
42210-0727.
--10
Pet 7;
***OWNER
FINANCE"'

MUST See!! Just built
brick
sq.',
home Double garage
Private & beautiful 2+
acre lot. 3/4-mile to
town $139.000 27014uffa570 by owner.
519-8y
NEW Construction in
city limits & priced to
sea' Over 2700 sq ft
living area 48R 38A

Call
$259,900
Campbell Realty
759-8780
OWNER will assist
mei dosing costs- lour
bedrooms. rec room.
fenced yard- convenience of city schools
for info
1704Aut948X101.01111

Check' 'Mau= or awe
227 5818 CENTURY
Clean 8 rice 38A
Credit

bath home on crumt lot
Puryear 1,292 sq
hardwood floor. epeeances. city water &
Rues*(270)753-2222

ip Raab

BARBEROSA Cycles.
LLC
ATV service 8 repairs.
270-382-2444
2007 Suzuki LTR 450

Saturday, January 19, 2PM-4PM

sewer $3.900 down,
Call
month
$475

n

Miorcydes & AN.

1609 Catalina, Murray

No

1\

Murray

Stunning lake tnior pewits Home backs up
to Lake Barkley. KY Breakodung views of
the Lake Approximately a five minute ride
ova to Lake Barkley Lodge on your private
boat Custom built home on 82 acre wooded
lot Property is dockable Home consists of
approximately 5,139 SF which includes a fin
ished basement. 2 decks on back of home
with breathtaking views of the lake. 2 ear
garage on main level and 2 car garage in basemein Built with only the finest of ameames
Inc. Call Judy today for your private showing
REMO(Colonial Realty,
fa
71 $I I MILLION
1011 Hwy 7e, Clarksiele, TN • 1131135111411147 I 800-615-06
nOrpendroi ...neat old opromed
1-Aoh

4.4

/hank, for helping me clean out storages

limes

632 NORTHSHORE LOOP • CADIZ KY

212 Main • Hazel

1617 Maier 48R 2BA
Newly remodeled, near
university $700 rent
753-9636

Murray Ledger &

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • Irldin. January 18, 2008

"'OWNER
FINANCE•'•
No credit check, Clean
and nice 3814 IBA

home on lot in Puryear,
1.292 ma . hardwood
appliances
floor,
$3.900 down. /475
monthly Cal Rothe
(270)753-2222

21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors
THREE bedroom 1
bath brick home, with a
outbuilding,
shed,
tobacco barn and 8
Located in
acres
Hazel $11500000
Cal 753-2905 or
293-8505
TOTALLY remodeled,
hardwood Moors. new
much
carpet and
more Don't miss this
one' $125.000 Call
Campbell Really
759-8780

1999 Mazda 83000
Ext cab. 4 door
(270)293-4944
97 Dodge 2500 4x4
Cummins diesel, club
cab, hvb. 5-speed
manual transmission.
p-windows, p-locks. psteering. cruise & tat,
195k. looks good, runs
great $9,500
436-5508293-5507

ALL Carpentry
Additions. Water &
Damage,
Termite
Decks & Mobile Home
Repair. Larry Nimmo
227-0587, 753-0353

David's
Home
Improvement

Read the
Classified
Ads daily!

ye

,

Pallets

Braces & Floor Joists
Remaining & Plumping
Dawd Gabnota Caner
WI Do InSurancs work
issakiaserCien AccaptiO

Loading Dock of.
Murray Ledger &
.•
Times
First Come First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

731-247-5422

270-293-2643

mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Jacuislim Near

Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Jan. 19, 2008:
accomplishing much
You might be unusually goal-driven this year,
luck cycle, which
new
a
start
You
possible.
more than you believed
on your daily
encourages you in a new direction. You might focus
s in any area
beginning
new
have
could
you
told,
be
truth
life, but
on what
through
follow
and
priorities
you so choose. Honor your
s personally. If
you know works. Curb a tendency to take comment
the blue during your
you are single, you could meet someone out of
far more significant
be
to
prove
day-to--day life. This person could
g the caliber
than you realize. If you are attached, work on inifrovin
GEMINI
ar.
spectacul
be
could
results
end
The
of your life together.
cares.
5-Dynamic; 4:
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Your words explain a lot, yet you might see some reactive
yourself and
people What is clear is that you are only responsible for
energy suggests physical activity,
(270) 293-8726 OR cannot control others. High
Tonight: Speak your mind.
759-5534
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Chuck Van Buren
might
*** Be sensitive to expenses. How you deal with someone
BACKHOE
possible.
become
s
beginning
New
past.
the
in
from
be quite different
TRUCKING
it. The unexListen to news that heads in your direction. Investigate
ROY HILL.
Your treat.
Tonight:
occur.
does
pected
gravel.
system,
Septic
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
white rock
positive atti***** You are all smiles, and others respond to your
436-2113
challenging in some manbe
might
figure
authority
or
parent
A
tude.
Dozer work & Track
y. Your high
ner. Others seek you out; they want your lively personalit
hoe
on
pushes you to complete anything you want. Tonight: You're
energy
'S
BEECHER
••
game.
your
of
top
Handyman Service
22)
21-July
(June
CANCER
Odd sobs Free estiSort through
*** Pull back and think through odd events and news.
mates (270)762-0910
and act
different pieces of information. You could be a touch reactive
flourcreativity
Your
sour.
bit
a
be
to
tendency
a
Watch
DIXON COMPUTER
anger.
in
out
sleep.
extra
some
Get
Tonight:
level.
ishes to a new
CONNECTION
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Find your fnends, and you will be happy. Listen to feedback
I I ••
Who better
that heads your way. Others want to relax and indulge.
be much
270-227- I ON7
than you to ask to Join in? Bringing friends together could
2o ‘1.11,I 5IN 1111111
more fun than you think. Tonight: Find your pals.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
about
*** How you deal with a must appearance really says a lot
radical
you and what you expect and want. You could act in a most
down
manner. You could be far more pushy than you realize. Slow
Tonight: Be more aware of your image.
think.
and
Over 4lI years exp.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
obviSalo & lassafiation
***** Head in a new direction. Your ability to see past the
level
753-7723
ous allows others to really relax and be themselves. On some
they feel as if you know them. Open up to possibilities. Extreme&
NADEAU'S
mark feelings. Tonight: Go for something different.
Construction
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
•Floonng .Decks
***** A relationship earmarks your plans. You are extremely
•Vinyl siding •All
intense about this person, who is sometimes aggressive or touchy.
Home Improvements
Indulging this person might be the wrong way to go. creating even
(270)978-2111
more of a schism. Tonight: Defer to a partner.
nsured
Licensed/I
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
CREATIVII ***** Others let you know where they are coming from. You
be
aUILDINC
might not agree with what is going on around you. Others could
in the
look
and
,111.
generous
Be
Metal huildir
are.
you
nice
how
matter
no
difficult,
addition. n.midelinK,
other direction. Tonight: Say yes.
I sidmg, hardwood
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Pace yourself, as you have a lot to do. You might be making
Affordable rates
too much out of someone's reaction. You know what to do and where
474-8555
to head. Listen to your sixth sense with someone you care about.
DAVIS Handyworks
Tonight: Lighten up.
Small home repairs,
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
garages. siding, win***** You are up for fun. Friends want you. and a child or loved
dows and doors, roofone loves being around you too. Step back and choose the person
ing No iob too small
you want to be with. Romance bubbles forth for those who are single.
(270)227-9484
Tonight: Fun times are ahead.
DNJ HANDYMAN
PISCES (Fab. 19-March 20)
We do all the odd robs *** You might feel as 11 some time close to home fits the bill. A pur,
you don't have time
chase for the home might add to the quality of your life. Don't make
for
a big deal out of a situation. Go with the flow. Someone clearly
roofs.
Painting, siding,
admires how you handle yourself. Tonight: Happy at home.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE th PARTS

-14tigIO's
10=0

94 Chevy 1500 Ext
Cab -- 200,000
miles 350 V8 -- Great
condition $2800
(270)804-3568

'90 red Chevy LWB
Silverado 1500. V8,
tool box, towing package Great work truck.
753-7861
$3.250
(270)293-6115.
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decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
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BORN TODAY
Singer Dolly Parton (1946). singer Phil Everly (1939), singer Janis
Joplin (1943)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at http://www.jacquelineblgar.com.

'Service Atter Sale

MOM a

'Full Parts Dept
'Locally Owned &
Operated
Now

ILimiltim
3301 St. Rt 121N

753-8087

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 1 . \loin '-ittiss•I •

•
LAM
LAWN SERVII
Mowing, Manic ening,
landscaping &
leaf Vat %turning
Sah%laction gu•ranIrrt1

JOE S JOBS

YOU
ARE
OF TI

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75 00
A MONTH
CALL 753-tele
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JACK Russell Terrier
tree to good home
293-2442 ask for
Sandra 293-3816

436-2867 Larnb's

Proteesione Tree
Service Complete tree
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cleani*ig. hauling. etc
Inaioned

(731)247-3001
f731)363-3511
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
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lookbieBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Danny
Cossey of Elm Grove area flattening the new gravel on his driveway in front of his home on Ky.
94 East. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Patricia and Jimmy Kirksey
and a boy to Melissa and Tommy

Key, Jan. 10, a boy to Heather
and Charles Howes and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Michael McDougal, Jan. II. a girl to Angela and

Lich
.
ich
• .ly
a
hat

. If
our,
ant
iber
INI

Monte Stalls and a boy to Lana
and Michael White, Jan. 13-,.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Pam
Shay and Angela Boyd of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Comnserce, checking some of the
Community Attitude Surveys questionnaires at the chamber office.
The photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a boy
to Mary and Larry Stubblefield
and a boy to Celesta and Kenneth Ki/coyne, Jan. 14; a boy to
Bonnie and Steven Douglas, Jan.
15.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 86-52 over West Hopkins in a basketball game. Corey

Wells was high scorer for the LakCfS.
30 years ago

and
f

ight
ible.
flexantanhigh
e on
Pt
act
flourhabit
tter
uch
bout
dic.al
down
obvilevet.
email

Funding in the amount of
$19000 for the design of he National Guard Armory to be located in
Murray has been included in the
executive budget of Gov. Julian
Carroll which was revealed in
Frankfort last night.
Published recently were a feature story and picture about Cy
Miller who is retiring after serving six terms as mayor of the
city of Hazel and also operating
Miller Funeral Home there. The
story and picture were by Staff
Writer and Photographer Lowell
Atchley.

Murray State University Racers lost 63-60 to Eastern Kentucky in a basketball game with
Jimmy Warren high scorer t the
Racers.

40 years ago
Published is a picture of Or
Harry Sparks, president of Murray State University, presenting a
Revere Silver Bowl to Nancy Sowell signifying her as being the top
indoor rifle shot in the state of
Kentucky.
Hilton Hughes Sr. will retire
at the end of January as owner
and manager of Hughes Paint &
Wallpaper, located on the south
side of the Murray courtsquare.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowland
were married for 60 years Jan.
14.

50 years ago
Elected as officers and members of the board of Bank of Murray were Luther Dunn, executive
vice president; Trenton Beale.
chairman; George Hart, president;
J.D. Sexton, Dr. F.E. Crawford
and L.E. Wyatt, vice presidents;
James Thurmond and Marjorie
Shroat Dunn,assistant cashiers; and
Marvin 0. Wrather, secretary.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Furches and a
boy to Mr. ad Mrs. Ervin Mardis.

60 years ago
Elected as directors of the Murray Chamber of Commerce were
M.O. Wrather, Max Hurt, Ila Douglas, Otis Brandon, Noel Melugin, Earl Littleton, R.B. Parker,
Harry Fenton, Fonzo Hopkins,
Glenn Doran, Otry Paschall, and
Jack Sharbrough, according to
Luther Robertson, president. Hun
is also the executive secretary.
Eighteen degrees were granted
to students at Murray State College at the end of the fall term,
according to Cleo Gillis Hester,
registrar.

COMICS / FEATURES
Man professes love for woman
his friends say not to marry
DEAR ABBY: I'll be brief.
I am in love with a woman
who has multiple personality
disorder. My friends tell me
I'm a fool for falling in love
with such a woman.
I love her with all my heart
and soul. I know I have a lot
to handle,
but my love
for her is
strong, and I
know
we
can prevail.
What do you
think?
-TRUE
LOVE
TEXAN

Dear Abby

DEAR
TEXAN:I'll
be brief. I
think you isad better be
absolutely certain that you love
every facet of her splintered
personality before any or all
of you make a lifelong commitment.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Have I committed a social error? The 97year-old mother of an in-law
of ours died recently. The family asked that memorials be
sent to the local hospice in
her memory. I sent a sizable
check, but because we loved
her like our own mother, I wanted also to send flowers.
I went to our florist and
personally selected a beautiful
vase that I thought the daughter could keep, and had it
filled with flowers.
After the funeral service, as
I walked by the casket, the
By Abigail
Van Buren

Todayinliistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Jan. 18, the
18th day of 2008. There are 348
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 18, 1912. English
explorer Robert F. Scott and his
expedition reached the South Pole,
only to discover that Roald Amundsen had beaten them to it. (Scott
and his party perished during the
return trip.)
On this date:
In 1778, English navigator Capt.
Ei A.13 V Et L_

James Cook reached the Hawaiian Islands, which he dubbed the
"Sandwich Islands."
In 1862, the 10th president of
the United States, John Tyler, died
in Richmond. Va., at age 71.
In 1919, the Pans Peace Conference, held to negotiate peace
treaties ending World War I, opened
in Versailles, France.
In 1936, author Rudyard Kipling
died in Bunvash, England.
In 1943, a wartime ban on the
sale of pre-sliced bread in the

U.S. — aimed at reducing bakeries' demand for metal replace-

ment parts — went into effect.
In 1943, during World War II,
the Soviets announced they had
broken through the long Nazi siege
of Leningrad tit was another year
before the siege was fully lifted).
In 1957, a trio of B-52's com-

pleted the first non-stop, roundthe-world flight by jet planes,
landing at March Air Force Base
in California after more than 45
hours aloft.
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A year after break,
leg still hurts

daughter said to me, "Mother
wanted memorials made to hospice.' (Right! "Mother" was
so out of it for several months
that she didn't even know she
was under hospice care.)
I spent a lot of money on
that funeral and don't regret
it. But why did the daughter
make me feel so bad? She
lashed out at me for doing
something out of love for her
and her mother. When we left
the church the flowers were
sitting there with our card still
attached. Obviously, they didn't want them or the vase, so
I brought them home to enjoy
and will give the vase to one
of my daughters.
Should I say anything, or
should I consider the source?
-- DONNA IN AKRON, OHIO
DEAR
DONNA: You
should consider the circumstances. People who are grieving are not usually at their
best or most gracious. The
daughter may have been under
the impression that the family's wishes had been ignored,
and you had sent flowers
instead of donating to the group
that had helped and supported them and their mother during that critical time.
If the daughter hasn't already
been notified about your generous gift (most organizations
do inform the family of the
deceased about donations
received in their loved one's
memory). I see nothing wrong
with straightening out the misunderstanding. But do it gently and without anger.

DEAR DR.GOTT:On Dec.
23, 2006, 1 slipped on ice and
broke my left leg (femur). I
was in the hospital for 10 days
followed by a transitional-care
center for Ii days for physical therapy. I also did physical therapy
at
home
until April
2007.
It's been
a year, and
I'm
still
having discomfort in
my leg and
hip.
I've
Dr. Gott
been trying
to get back
By
Dr. Peter Gott to line dancing, but it
just hurts too much.
I'm a very active 71-yearold great-grandmother. Is this
ever going to be the way it
was before I broke it? Or am
I going to have to use a cane
forever?
I read your column about
castor oil easing pain. However, I missed the first column that gives the instructions. Please help. I'll try anything at this point.

wish to try Castiva, which has
a castor oil base and comes
in a warming or cooling form
applied twice a day. This therapy doesn't work for everyone, but when it is effective,
it can have a significant impact.
Let me know how this works
out.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I awaken two or three times a night
because my hands have gone
"to sleep." It is very annoying. Is it significant in any
way?

DEAR READER: Your
symptom is commonly due to
a condition called carpal tunnel syndrome, which causes
pressure on the nerves in your
wrists with resulting tingling.
You should see a neurologist
and have a nerve-conduction
study. This test will show where
the nerves are being pinched
and how well they are working.
If there is, indeed, nerve
pressure, you may need surgery. However, before getting
to that stage, the doctor will
probably try wrist splints or
other nonsurgical methods to
release your nightly discomfort.
DEAR READER: The conTo give you related inforsequences of a broken leg can mation, I am sending you a
include chronic pain (despite copy of my Health Report "An
rehab and physical therapy) Informed Approach to Surgery."
for months after the injury. I'd Other readers who would like
question your surgeon about a copy should send a long,
how long you are going to be self-addressed, stamped envehandicapped.
lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
In the meantime, try using Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
castor oil rubbed into the skin Be sure to mention the title.
over the pain. Or you may

*AM

DEAR ABBY: I recently
let a friend borrow a bracelet
of mine. I left it at her house
and asked that she return it
the next time we saw each other.
That was Sunday morning, and
I even called ahead of time
to make sure she remembered.
When we met, she told me
she had forgotten to bring it.
A few days later I was at
her house again. When she
gave me the bracelet, it had
been completely destroyed by
her cat. She apologized and
said she'd replace it. I said it
was OK, and then asked if
she would really buy me a
new one.'No,' she replied, *my
cat did it, not me." I decided
not to push the issue. The
bracelet wasn't too expensive,
but I feel I deserve some sort
of payment because the cat
didn't know any better. What
should I do? -- AT A LOSS
IN MINNESOTA •
DEAR AT A LOSS: The
bracelet may not have been
"too expensive," but chalk this
up as a valuable lesson. Your
"friend" is irresponsible and
not entirely truthful. Unless
you're willing to risk losing
what you lend her, refrain from
making that mistake again.

ContractBridge
Bidding Quiz
You are South, and the bidding
has gone:
South
West
North
Pass
Pass
Pass
1
Pass
What would you bid now with
each of the following four hands?
I.•5 IV 9873•Q82 4 AQ164
2.4 1063 11,J52•KJ542 4 A7
3.4Q.14•96•A1075 46 K182
4.•KOSS•A8743•10 40976
.•••
I. Three heart& Responses by a
player who has previously passed are
in a different category from those
made by a player who did not prev
ously pass. Obviously, a player who
fails to open the bidding at his first
turn denies the values required for an
opening bid. His partner is therefore
permitted to pass any response he
makes if he thinks game is not possible opposite a passed hand.
Thus, a two-club response here
would not compel partner to bid
again, even though, without a prior
pass, it would be 100 percent forcing.
For this reason, you should immediately show your support for partner's
hearts, while at the same time inviting him to go to game. The threeheart bid can be passed when partner
thinks.a game can't be made, but the

East

Jump-raise is far more likely to
induce a further bid from him than a
response of two clubs.
2. Two hearts. This is preferable to
either one notrump or two diamonds,
either of which partner may pass.
The heart raise has a better chance of
spurring a further bid from partner
because the knowledge of a trump fit
will increase the overall value of his
hand.
3. Two notransp. Ordinarily this
response would indiaise 13 to 15
high-card points. notrump distribution and stoppers in the three unbid
suits. Hut after a player has passed
originally, the point-count requirement becomes II or 12 points. In the
present case, any response other than
two notrump is unthinkable.
4. Four hearts. Evaluated in support of partner's opening one-heart
bid, this hand now assumes the
stature of a full opening hid. The
golden rule that an opening bid facing an opening hid means game can
therefore be applied, and you should
bid it directly.
It would be foolhardy to raise partner to only three hearts and run the
nsk of a pass. This hand is far too
likely to produce 10 tricks to justify
such a risk.

Tomorrow: A challenging problem.

•••
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1 Deadly snake
4 Incline
8 High mountains
12 Wish undone
13 Vacillate
(hyph )
14 Empty
15 Orchestra
leader
— Baxter
16 Kind of drill
18 Fragile layer
20 Big-ticket —
21 Vase
with a foot
23 Busch of old
movies
24 Lemon peel
27 Afore
29 Enjoy the pool
33 Onassis nickname
34 Pledge
35 Pioneered
36 Regard
with awe
38 Riviera summer

39 Small music
makers
40 Jalopy
42 Cave, perhaps
44 It may be read
46 Acclimate
50 Islands off
Ecuador
54 Misery
55 — spumante
56 -Pretty Woman"
lead
57 Realty offering
58 Cabinet part
59 Lagers
60 H Rider
Haggard novel

DOWN
1 A Guthrie
Egyptian port
Tampico cash
Wired
Type
of microscope
6 Drain cleaner
7 Bud's comic
sidekick
2
3
4
5

Answer to Previous Puzzle
COT
1XEIRC SAP
ABUT ODOR U -rn
VISORS MUPPET
SKIES ZEE
TOME YAP ARMY
EVENT MAV BAA
HA SOB CID NH
ELS PUN
AUDIO
ESPN MA M CIAO
EON PARKA
CHEMED DREDGE
ROD MARE DEAN
OMS ODES
MIL
1-1802006 United Feature Syndicate Inc
8 Let up
9 'Don't be
10 Demure
11 Dry, as wine
17 Soccer player
— Hamm

MEM BM= MUM
MUM MIME MIMI
MEM WEENIER=
MINIM
MIMI
MEM NM
AMR MAO MUM
MEM MUM
MIOM
MEd MU WM
AM NM
=Add
di=
dlIMMEMad. MEM
MIMI MOM ilIMM
MINI AMMO MU

19 Almond
22 Firm refusal
23 Asked for milk
24 Turn sharply
25 Historical
period
26 Enioy a fine
brandy
28 Go bad
Genre
30
31 Peace gesture
32 Publishing
execs
37 Cream puff
39 Et, for Hans
41 Fuse word
43 Slackens off
44 El
Texas
45 Kind of sax
47 Hole punchers
48 Nonsense'
49 Chapeau's
place
50 Ramble
around
51 Turkish official
52 Toothpaste
type
53 Mineral
deposit

•
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Kentucky State Police offers
tips for wintery weather driving
The winter driving season is
upon us, and the Kentucky State
Police is reminding drivers to
use extra caution when road
conditions deteriorate.
"Winter provides new challenges and responsibilities to the
public and the Kentucky State
said
Police."
KSP
Cornniissioner Rodney Brewer.
"We ask that drivers be prepared
to meet the challenges of the
upcoming winter season in
Kentucky. Plan ahead, make
sure everyone in the vehicle is
properly restrained, drive defensively and he sure the vehicle is
properly maintained to handle
the effects of cold tempera"
Highway Safety Branch
Commander, Captain Tim Lucas
offers a word of caution about
braking on snow covered roads.
"Know what kind of brakes
your vehicle has and how to use
them properly
In general, if
you have anti-lock brakes, apply
firm pressure, if you have non
anti-lock brakes, pump the
brakes gently," said Lucas.
if you find yourself in a
skid, stay calm and ease your
foot off the gas while carefully
steering in the direction you
want the front of your vehicle to
go. This procedure. known as
"steering into the skid," will
bring the hack end of your vehicle in line with the front." added
.UCal%
The Highway Safety Branch
has posted these additional safe
dnving tips on their website:
Be Cautious About Travel
• Listen for radio or teles'mon reports of travel advisones
issued by the National Weather
Service.
IR Avoid traveling on icecovered roads if at all possible
• If you must trasel. let
someone know your destination
and when you expect to amve.
Ask them to minty authonties if
you arc late.
•Check and restock the winter emergency supplies in your
ar before you leave.
•Never pour water on your
windshield to remove ice • or
sn(w; shattering may occur.
II Never rely on your car to
provide sufficient heat, the
may break down.•Always dress %Willi).
• Allihal!as carry clothing
appropriate for winter conditions,
What To Do If You Get
Stranded
• Staying in your vehicle
when stranded is often the safest
choice if winter storms create
poor visibility or if roadways are
ice-covered. 'These steps will
increase !itIllr safety when
stranded
•Tie a brightly colored cloth
to the antenna as a signal to resC Lief
• Mose anything you need
from the trunk into the passenger area
• Wrap your entire body,
including your head, in extra
clothing. blankets: or nraspapets
•Stay awake. You will be
less sulnerable to cold-related
health problems
•Run the motor (and heater)
for about I() minutes per hour,
opening one window slightly to
let air in Make sure that snow is
not blocking the exhaust pipethis will reduce the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning
• As you sit, keep moving
your inns and legs to improve
your circulation and stay
sv WWI
•Do not eat un•melted sisos
it will 10Wet V XII P.41% I Citipt-f
tlIft

Prepare 1 nur clack br
Waster
•You an old man, dal-

serous winter travel problems
by planning ahead. Have maintenance service on your vehicle
as often as the manufacturer recommends.
II Have the radiator system
serviced, or check the antifreeze
level yourself with an antifreeze
tester. Add antifreeze, as needed.
II Replace windshield-wiper
fluid with a wintertime mixture.
•Replace any worn tires. and
check the air pressure in the
tires.
• During winter, keep the
gas tank near full to help avoid
ice in the tank and fuel lines.
Winter Survival Kit For
Your Vehicle:

Equip your vehicle with these
items:
•Cell phone and charger
II Blankets
•First-aid kit
• A can and waterproof
matches (to melt snow for
water)
•Windshield scraper
•Booster cables
III Road maps
It Compass
IS Tool kit
II Paper towels
II Bag of sand or cat litter (to
pour on ice or snow for added
traction)
II Tire chains (in areas with
heavy snow I

•Collapsible shovel
• High-calorie canned or
dried foods and a can opener
11 Flashlight and extra batteries
• Canned compressed air
with sealant (for emergency tire
repair)
IM Bnghtly colored cloth
Citizens can contribute to
highway safety by reporting
erratic drivers to the Kentucky
State Police toll-free at 1-800222-5555. Callers will remain
anonymous and should give a
description of the vehicle, location, direction of travel and
license number if possible.
Internet image
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A bundle of heaven sent down from above,

a handful of happiness, a heartful of love.
Congratulations to all the parents of these precious little babies!

April 22, 2007 •6 lb. 4 oz. • 19 1/4" long N
Craig & Ami Hmtboff

June 19,2007 • 7 lb. 7 oz.• 20" long
TIM & Kristin Heriges

October 29, 2007•5 lb. 15 oz.• 18 1/2" Ion
Daniel & Jamie Jones

mber 14, 2007•6 lb. 15 oz.• 19 1/4"
Derek & Jessica Chandler

April 19. 2007•8 lb. 13 oz.• 21" long
Ethan & Amber Hall

October 13. 2007•7 lb. 901.• 20 1/2" long
Bradford & Kelly Wilson

AMC 1

, 2007•

7 lb. 11 oz.• 19 1/2" long
Shawn & Teresa Gore

October 8, 2007• 6 lb. 8 oz.•20" long
William & Haley Castlebe

ovember 9, 2007• 7 lb. 6 oz.• 19 1/2"
ennifer & Matthew Mazzo

April 21, 2007•6 lb 13 oz • 19 1/2'. long
' Ryan & Missy Dawson

July 30, 2007 •8 lb. 7.oz.• 19" long
Jason & Dana Hollan

June 24. 2007• 2 lb. 1 oz.• 13" long
Megan Hall

arch 16. 2007 •7 lb. 13 oz • 21" long
ennifer & Derek Plummer

August 4, 2007 • 5 lb 14 oz • 19- long
Greg & Angle Wyatt

November 29, 2007•7 lb. 12 oz. • 21" Ion
Jayson & Krish Stabler

Papa S. 2007• 61b. 13oz.• 191/2" long
an Futrell & Kori Mohl

June 3.2007•8 lb. I oz,• 20" long
Jason & Summer Gmgan
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(t—X)
Brilee Faith Garland

Os twi 2I. 2007 •6 lb 601 • 20'. long
Chris & Tonya Garland

Christy Carraway
--•••••

1.10
Philip lu Myrick

May 22. 2007 • SIh t, . 112
John it fahnIst Atyrisk

log

Februar, 25. 2007•6 lb loz.• 18 1/4 long
Johnny & Cathy Morns

September 25. 2007• 61b 6 oz .181/2- long
John & Jada Moore

„.„.. December 15. 2007 • 8 lb • 21" long
Sara Houston & Abdul Bak

Zaydan Christopher Jones

CF—X)
kaylee Morgan Croft

July 9, 2007 • 71b. 8 or. • 21- long
Chns & Charity Jones

ober 29, 2007•6 lb. 9 or • 17" Ion
Michael & Chasity Croft

21g)a

CF—X)
Lowe
Kristen
Sayler

Cody Cavitt Hamilton

November 27, 2007•6 lb. 1 oz • 18 1/4- long
& Christina (Dunn) Hamilt

Augusi 1. 2007 • 11 lb ltuz •21 1/2" keg
Scott & Shea Lowe

Olivia Marie Perkins

Carson Thomas McKinney

(tip
ames Cu ler McDaniel

Sr-

July 21.2(11)7 • 7 lb 10 to •20 1/4- kang
Ryas & Whams Huta

(koober 20. 20(17 •6 lb 4 oz • 19 1/2- long
Aaron & Penny Perkins

December 14. 2007• Sib 1 oz • 20- long
Michael & Ashley McKinne

May 9.2007•9 lb.•21 3/4" long
Jamey & Tammy McDaniel

-44 Ambasititidooti..

William Karl Pivoras

1_1)
kaylee Rose Kernell

(t_1)
William (Will) Churchill Imes

1111**
0

1 co • 20' long
,7• 71b I F.1
1e
July 23, 200
Rena

a-AD
Mackenzie De-Mat Stone

April 1. 2007• 7 lb 3 oz • 19 1/2" long
Clay & Tiffany Kernel'

cti)
layden Elizabeth Boyd

Jeremy & lithe Boyd

Allison Marie Vonnahme

ih & 1)er Dee Vonnah

April II, 2007•8 lb 14 oz.• 19
Mast & Wendy Imes

ur long

Murr
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41_ D
Caedmon Daniel Hanes

Gary Owen Rogers

/AD
Macy Layne Chiles

March 1.2007 • 7 lb. 7 oz • 20 112" long
Shawn & Kilt Hanes

March 8.2007 •7 lb. 13 oz.• 20 1/2" long
Ryan & Emily Rogers

we 20, 2007 • 8 lbs. 14 oz.• 21 1/2" long
Jeff & Shannon Chiles

March 17, 2007•8 lb. 2 oz.• 20" long
Seth & Suzanne Rollins

(Lit

ct—D
Hannah Grace Elmore

(Lip
Lydia Sue Crawford

Allyson Kay Coles

Peyton Rose Maxwell

March 10. 2007•7 lb 13 or • 20 1/2" long
Man & Dana Crawford

April 19, 2007•8 lb. 11 oz.• 19" long
Chris & Amanda Coles

Jackson Graham Fitch

ctiD
Kayshan LeishAnn Villanueva

September 21,2007 •6 lb. 3 oz.• 18 1/2" long
Robbie & Mary Mien

ay 18, 2007•6 lb. 802.• 19 1/2" 1
Villanueva & Whitne

March 22, 2007 • 8 lbs. 3 oz.•21112" Ion
Brad & Tabithe Billington

William Kafeb Bucy

(t
Kayden Edward Cannon

eptember 26, 2007.• 7 lbs. 2 oz•20 1/2" I
Mike & Rebecca Maxwell

d

cLi)

Kyson Dayne

IAD
Marti Jaye Mehta

July 24 2007•6 lb. 15 or.• 19" long
Billy & Amy Elmore

Dakotah Anne Pittman

3, 2007• 7 lb. 12 oz.• 20 1/2"
Van & Liz Pittman

Elizabeth Claire Falwell

1••••

May 13. 2007.6 lb. 9.5 oz. • 191/2" long
Jay & Erdta Mehta

Gavin Lane Duncan

August 15. 2007 •9 lb 6 07
Krises Duman

•

21" long

July 21, 2007• 7 lb. 12 oz.• 21" long
Troy & Amanda Bucy

June 3,2007• 6 lbs 14 oz • 20 1/4- long
Shawn Cannon & Christina Adams

February 23, 2007 •6 lb. 12 oz.• 19" long
w & Jana Falwell

cJJ
Logan Riley Wong 81. Tyer Mason Wong

cLID
Cooper William Cunningham

October 5, 2007 • 4 b.. 17.5" long & 5 lb. 6.oz., 18" long
Dunce Prescott & Jerry Wong

February 16. 2007 • 8 lb boa.• 20" long /
Chris & Hilary Cunningham

0))

(Lb
Nathan Dean Hutchens

1

4
December 6,2007•8 lb 1 oz.• 21" I
Richard & Carolyn Hutchens .

CS-3)
Samantha Arlene Morris

cti)
Brayclen Lee McCuiston

Caden Sean White

December 6. 2007•8 lb. 15 oz.• 21 I /2" long
Matthew & Chelsie White

••••

•11,

•

"-•

ni

July 8, 2007• 6 lbs. 6 oz.• 19" long
,MJ McCuiston & Samantha Hill

member 9, 2007• 7 lb 1 oz • 191/4
John & Angie Morris

;
•100" ••e-
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CLIO
Kayden Marie Patrick

October 25. 2007 •8 lb. I or • 20 I12" long
Tony & Missy Patrick

CLD
Kennedy Layne Crouse

-ember 4,200'?• 7 lbs. 601 • 19 1/2" Ion
Justin & Kristin Crouse

ci-1)
Ethan Edward Paradise

September 11, 2007• 71b. 15 oz.•20 1/2" lag
Chris & Samantha Paradise
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Brady Lee Shields

Ct—D
Linville
Elizabeth
Katherine

Ryser Clay Rule

November 21, 2007•8 lb 2 oz • 21" Ion
Jeff & Emily Shields

July 24, 2007 • 7 lbs. II oz.• 21 3/4" long
e ilk Tiffany (Lassiter) Linv

December 16,2007•9 lb. 4 ca..• 20 1/2" long
Shannon & Katronia Rule

(LID
Brilee Ann Miller

Micah Jay Darnell
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August 8, 2007 •8 tb 10 oz • 21 long
Donis & Seam Darnell

April 16. 2007 •7 lb 1 oz • 21- king
Trmia Duso & Coley Miller

June 5. 2007 • 10 lbs. 605.• 21" long
Eric & Jennifer Hicks

CLAD
Addison Ruth Pervine

April 3. 2007 • 7 lb. 7 or.• 19- long
Kyle & Aland* Murdock

CLAD
Catherine Anna Taylor
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March 2. 2007 • 4 lb 11 or • 18 1/2- long
Trevor & Amy Pervine

May 6, 2007 • 8 lbs. • 20" long
Greg & Kristin Taylor

Cl

Fl
gaml
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CUD
Paige Madison Pendergrass

IAD
William Bryant Burkeen

cLID
Tayten Max Williams

reve
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long
June R. 2007 • lb 14 oz • 18
/CITY Pal & Ras Purl Pendergrass

September 9th. 2007• II lb 15 or • 21" long
James Burkeen and Cathenne Seale

March 9. 2007 • 7 lbs. 3 oz
Keith & Tracy Williams

a

41

21

61

baittA
CLD
Hunter Tate Williams \

Elizabeth Rhae Lanier

Ai

urns 21 2007 •Illb 13og • 21"
Danny & Tanya Williams

May 24. 2007 • lh 11 oz • 19- long
Alm & Catherine Lamer

